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"Boneless ribs." "Hot chili:' "Original
copy."
To that list of oxymorons one might he
tempted to add "young engineer."
We so often hear the lament: "Where
will the next generation of radio engineers
come from?" The stereotype — justified
or not — is of the engineer as agrizzled
60-year-old who grouses that the new-fan-

gjled computer gear isn't as reliable as h'
old Ampex machines and who will lee e
no replacement behind when he retires.
No doubt radio engineering has its
gray elders. But where is the bright
young talent? Radio World asked
around; and we found to our pleasure
no shortage of promising younger engineers active in the industry. We thought
we'd tell you about some of them.
See YOUNG, page 7

Photo: Aaron Ishmael, 23, is chief enginccr of KPO(AM/FM).

LAS VEGAS HD Radio was more visible at this year's Consumer Electronics
Show compared to last year. Meanwhile,
the alliance of major broadcast groups
formed to promote the rollout has begun its
work with CE manufacturers and retailers.
Some 18 manufacturers showed and
demonstrated HD Radio products that are
due to reach consumers later this year.
Broadcast engineers who spoke with
Radio World during the convention were
encouraged by the scope of IBOC product offerings.
Ibiquity Digital President/CEO Robert
Struble said the technology developer
plans amore intense rollout in 2006 and
believes the number of stations converted
will more than double that of the 600 or
so on the air at the end of 2005.
Hundreds of multicast channels will be
launched, he said.
Here's aroundup of HD Radio-related
news at the CES show.
See CES, page 5

We're Reshaping The Future Of Radio From A Solid Foundation
Of Leadership.

The newest force in radio was forged from arich heritage of leadership that is decades strong. We're
bringing abreath of fresh air and are-energized spirit to an industry we helped to build. At Team Harris
Radio, we've brought together the industry's largest and most comprehensive range of products, services
and people dedicated to advancing radio. All working together in perfect harmony and focused on the
success of your business.
From our innovative products to our forward-looking services,
management tools and expert support teams, we're dedicated to our mutual future of pioneering and
growth. So whether you're audience is around the corner or around the world, Harris Radio is on the
air with the resources you need to succeed.
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To learn more about the new Harris Radio Team, call us at 800-622-0022 or visit us at
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DTV Sales up,
Radios Down
LAS VEGAS Factory sales of consumer electronics will reach $ 135.4 billion this year, according to the Consumer
Electronics Association. President/CEO
Gary Shapiro said sales exceeded his
expectations in 2005, totaling $ 125.9 billion; the group forecasts 8percent growth
in 2006.
While growth is projected overall,
that's not true for radio sales.
Aftermarket autosound factory sales are
projected to drop to $2.18 billion this year,
after an estimated $2.23 billion for 2005.
Factory sales of home radios, at $9.2 billion in 2004, were projected to be $8.7 bil-

lion in 2005 and $8billion this year.
CEA said 2005 sales totals overall
exceeded its initial projection of $ 122
billion, increasing by 11 percent over
2004, and attributes much of that growth
to "next-generation" products and innovations in wireless devices, flat-panel displays, MP3 devices and gaming consoles
and software.

CBS Radio Now
Re-Branded
NEW YORK Viacom and CBS now
trade separately on the New York Stock
Exchange.
What had been two divisions of
Viacom are now two publicly traded entities: CBS Corp. and the "new" Viacom

February 1, 2006

Inc. The newly re-branded CBS Radio is
part of CBS Corp.
Shares of Viacom and CBS began
trading on the NYSE on Jan. 3under the
symbols "CBS.A" for CBS Corp. Class
A Common Stock and "CBS" for CBS
Corp. Class B Common Stock. Viacom
stock trades as "VIA" for Viacom Inc.
Class A Common Stock and "VIA.B" for
Viacom Inc. Class B Common Stock.
CBS Corp. comprises CBS Television
Network, UPN, CBS Radio, Viacom
Outdoor, Viacom Television Stations
Group, Paramount Television, King
World, Simon & Schuster, Showtime and
Paramount Parks. It will also include the
operations of CSTV: Networks Inc., a
sports television network and digital
media company devoted to college athletics, an acquisition expected to close early
this year.
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Viacom Inc. is made up of MTV
Networks ( MTV, VH 1, Nickelodeon,
Nick at Nite; Coitièch, Centrat,CMT:
Country Music Television, Spike TV, TV
Land and other networks), BET,
Paramount Pictures, Paramount Home
Entertainment and Famous Music.
Viacom Inc. has also entered into an
agreement to acquire the Dream-Works
movie and television production studio,
and a distribution agreement with
DreamWorks Animation. Viacom expected the deal to close in the first quarter.

Alisa Miller
Heads PRI
MINNEAPOLIS
Public Radio
International promoted Alisa Miller to
become president and CEO. Miller had
been senior vice president of the PRI
Content Group.
She replaces Steve Salyer, who left
last fall to become president and CEO of
the Salzburg Seminar, based in
Middlebury, Vt., and in Salzburg,
Austria. Salyer headed the public radio
program distributor for 17 years.
PRI Board Chairman Douglas
Carlston said Miller "combines an entrepreneurial approach, technological savvy
and partnership skills with astrong commitment to public broadcasting."
Miller became senior vice president
and head of PRI Content in 2004, overseeing development, acquisition and production of PRI content and creating partnerships. She helped create American
Public Radio LLC, apartnership of PRI,
Chicago Public Radio, WGBH Radio
Boston and New York Public Radio,
which manages the operation of three
content streams for satellite broadcast.
She joined PRI in 2001 as senior vice
president and director of PRI Channels,
developing distribution and business
opportunities and working with PRI subsidiary and Web services provider Public
Interactive.
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KinStar Antenna Set for U.S. Sale
by Randy J. Stine
WASHINGTON Broadcasters facing
tower height restrictions for new AM
antenna projects have anew option when
facing local zoning and FAA constraints.
The FCC has simplified application procedures for the low-profile KinStar antenna, no longer requiring proof of performance, current distribution measurements
or aformula for the vertical plane radiation
characteristic for non-directional AM facilities. Observers say the change opens up the
U.S. market for developers of the vertically
short antenna.
STAR- H Corp.
and
Kintronic
Laboratories developed the KinStar, which
has areported radiating efficiency approximately 98 percent that of aquarter-wave
tower at approximately one-third the height
of astandard monopole. The antenna meets
minimum efficiency for Class B, C and D
stations, is scalable to frequency and measures just 45 feet high at 1680 kHz, according to the makers.
The FCC, based on field tests and
reports evaluated by Ron Rackley of du
Treil, Lundin and Rackley Consulting
Engineers, announced in the fall it has simplified procedures for broadcasters to use
the antenna. The KinStar requires use of a
standard 120-radial, one-quarter wave,
buried ground system. It will afford AM
licensees the flexibility to place antennas
where tall towers may be unacceptable,
according to the commission.
Waiting for applications
The antenna consists of four electrically
short, vertical closely spaced elements,
each of which is terminated in ahorizontal
top load element The developers claim the
KinStar has the same volume of astandard
quarter-wave tower "with the legs peeled
down" and run horizontally, resulting in
good radiation.
"I believe this has some historic proportions in that this is the first AM antenna that
is avariant to the standard quarter-wave
monopole antenna which will not require
proof of performance," said Tom King,
president of Kintronic.
"This was avery major step. We are now
ready to move ahead and look forward to
having licensees apply for the KinStar just
as they would a standard quarter- wave
antenna."
The need for broadcasters to lower the
visual impact of their towers comes at a
time when many face increasingly stringent
local tower ordinances, King said.
"We have spoken with broadcasters who
have expressed agreat need for this type of
antenna. We think we can fill the niche at
this time, but feel the need for low-profile
antennas will continue to increase!'
As of the end of 2005, King said he was
unaware of any licensee applying to use the
KinStar.
STAR-H Corp. will continue to provide
design and engineering support to
Kintronic as needed, said Mike Jacobs,
director of research and development for
STAR-H.
"We will provide design and engineering
support to Kintronic. This will include
computer modeling of antennas to provide
engineering data for licensing and RF safety considerations:' Jacobs said.
He said the KinStar, because of its low
profile, can be installed in amore advantageous central location and improve signal
coverage for agiven market.

"They can achieve improved signal levels rather than installing aquarter-wave in
an outlying area because it is neighborfriendly ... resembling overhead utility
lines, which are present in every neighborhood," Jacobs said.

data to gain approval for use of its AM
antenna without the proof of performance
requirement
"We have seen what Kintronic has done
and will seek similar approval for our freestanding AM antennas. We've been very

C2==ri
Soda
Melt

KinStar Four-Element Directional Array Configuration for WKCW Radio on
1420 KHz, 50/1 KW D,A-2
In addition to aesthetic factors, the
KinStar can be constructed more rapidly
than atraditional tower, and it can be built
in away as to make it more resistant to hurricanes and other extreme weather events,
Jacobs said.
Cost of the KinStar depends on tower
height and frequency because it's scalable
to frequency, King said. For example,
wooden utility poles could be used for supports on an antenna design of up to 60 feet,
which equates to approximately 1300 kHz.
"Typically, in the low end of the AM
band, it would be 120 to 130 feet high. That
means abroadcaster would have to go with
some other kind of support, alattice tower
maybe," King said. "The new antennas will
not require FAA lighting or marking in
most cases."
That's because FAA standards require
lighting on all towers 200 feet or more
above ground level.
King said he has been quoting customers
"in the $ 20,000 range" for the KinStar
antenna materials kit, which includes "the
design, antenna-tuning unit, ground system
materials and feeder line" for the KinStar.
The cost of supports and construction
would add to the final price tag, he said.
Land requirements for the KinStar are
approximately the same as for astandard
quarter-wave antenna, King said, because
of the ground system requirements.
KinStar developers say the antenna is
IBOC-configurable and yields abroadband
impedance that is compatible with all of the
HD Radio AM transmitters on the market.
To come
While Kintronic officials put together
marketing plans to promote the KinStar,
developers of other low-profile AM antennas continue with their efforts to gain FCC
approval.
The commission is accepting non-directional daytime and nighttime applications
for Valcom Manufacturing's free-standing
AM fiberglass antennas, which measure 75
and 94 feet and are intended for use
between 900 kHz and 1700 kHz. Stations
must provide full non-directional proof of
performance to establish the antenna minimum efficiency and non-directional characteristics, a source in the FCC's Audio
Services Division said.
Paul MacPherson, president of Valcom,
said his company plans to approach the
FCC later this year with new engineering

pleased with the FCC response to our
antenna," MacPherson said.
He estimated there are "adozen or so"
AM broadcasters in the states using the
Valcom AM fiberglass antenna.
'Predictable'
The FCC source said KinStar developers

12

provided complete and detailed documentation describing operations of the antenna,
including field tests and NEC modeling.
The developers "showed that the antenna
would perform in apredictable way across
the AM band and that its operation could
be described within the framework of our
present rules!'
The FCC used field-strength measurements collected from a KinStar test site
constructed near Bristol, Tenn., in late 2002
in its evaluations, as reported by Radio
World. The KinStar test antenna was 45
feet high and 105 feet in diameter over a
full 120-radial ground screen and braced
with wooden poles.
The FCC source would not speculate on
the number of requests it may receive from
broadcasters for the KinStar. However, the
official did confirm the agency recently had
an application proposing use of ashort,
non-standard antenna; that applicant subsequently withdrew the application after failing to provide adequate documentation.
Proponents of low-profile antennas say
the broadcast industry is battling the "notin-my-back-yard," or NIMBY, mindset,
which is the impetus for many neighborhoods to exclude new tower projects. The
need to find alternatives to tall towers will
likely persist, experts say.
Dr. James Breakall, aprofessor in the
Department of Electrical Engineering at
Pennsylvania State University, holds the
patent for the KinStar but is no longer
involved in the antenna's development,
Jacobs said..
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De La Hunt Troubled by HD Radio ""`""e"'
Ed De La Hunt, 68, founded abroadcast
company with his wife in 1962. It is based
in Park Rapids, Minn., and now includes
three AMs — including his first, KPRM at
870 kHz — plus three FMs and three pending AM CPs; and his son owns another FM
that is run out of the same facility.
He's been acounty commissioner, a
member of the National Guard and Air
Force Reserves and president of the local
county Republican party. Of his eight children, five are engineers.
One thing Ed De La Hunt is not is afan
of digital radio as it is currently being
implemented in the United States. He told
me by phone that HD Radio on AM "is
going to be adisaster." As he talked about
it, he became more and more animated.
Iasked this small-town, multi-station
owner to comment further about his perspectives on digital.
Q: You sound worried about the future
of radio.
De La Hunt: More concerned than
worried. The whole digital scenario is
being based on the big markets.
Everybody is forgetting about the small
markets, where profit margins, if they
exist, are very narrow.
The other day Iclosed 30 schools
because of the weather. Iwas wondering if
Icould have done that any better on digital
as on analog. Iwonder how many people in
the next 20 years are going to have these
newfangled radios.
We cover arural area, afarm area. Some
of these people have asingle light bulb
hanging from awire on the ceiling and an
old radio. Iwonder how many of these
folks would be able to buy anew radio.
Any digital transition, with the economy
such as it is for small broadcasters, would
mean the laying out of additional money.
With most small AM stations, money is a
nonexistent commodity. You're running the
facility and you're serving the community;
but to lay out big money and to pay somebody alicense fee to use what you already
have ...
The only thing we're allegedly going to
get is to eliminate some noise. They're talking about only having your current cover-

age with digital. Isit here with a25,000watt signal to cover my community. I'm
happy with what Ihave, thank you.
It seems foolish to me to buy any kind of
system that obsoletes what we already have.
Q: Proponents say the HD Radio
approach gives an owner the choice of
whether to do digital.
De La Hunt: Idon't want both. There's
alot of other places Ican put the money.
Doing some extra services for my community. Broadcasting aballgame even though
Ionly have two sponsors.
Ithink we need some improvement in
the AM spectrum. But the approach we're
taking, reducing
the frequency
response to 5kHz,
is an absolute joke.
It's only being
done as away to
precondition for
IBOC, in order to
allow eventually
more stations to be
shoved into the
Ed De La Hunt
spectrum than we
already have.
Ihave 20 stations from other markets
(received) in my town. Idon't need 40 or
50 just because all of asudden everyone's
digital.
Q: Your biggest concerns are ...
De La Hunt: The cost to convert. And
the fact they're going to take away from me
what Icurrently have.
Ilike skywave, I'm sorry. Ilike it!
When I'm coming back from the Twin
Cities and drive 250 miles, all Ican say is,
"Thank God for WHO." It keeps me company. But that's just the cherry on top of
the sundae. The sundae is taking care of
your local community, just as you are
today. If you do that, you'll do OK. You
don't need someone to pile some new
technology on top of you.
I'm concerned about the cost. I'm sorry,
but if I've got a1kW radio station, before I
spend $ 150,000 on Ibiquity, I'm going to
spend $ 10,000 on anew solid-state transmitter and cut my power consumption.

t

our Best Move!

Q: What do other AM owners say?
De La Hunt: The small ones think it's
ridiculous. I'm involved with the Pavek
Museum of Broadcasting, and Irub elbows
with them there. A lot of them say, "If it
gets to that point, the hell with it, we'll just
shut it off." They're not going to spend that
kind of money on an AM station.
Another thing. There's been an absolute
effort on the part of FM stations for 20
years to "sell down the AMs." The young
people today are so FM-oriented, you'll
never get ' em to go back. You could have it
so that you turn an AM station on and a
six-pack of beer pops out and they still
won't listen. So alot of AMs are sportsand news-intensive; it's ascenario they
won't get on FM. They'll listen to AM for
that. But people don't want to listen to
radio in CB quality at 5kc.
Our last proof, four or five months ago,
we're flat out to darn near 10 kilocycles. It
takes some effort to get it there and control
it there, but people say our AM sound
incredible. We have five engineers in our
family, five consulting engineers, professional and licensed. Every single one of
them is hell-bent to keep our AM station
sounding as good as they possibly can.
Q: You've been in the business for more
than 50 years.
De La Hunt: Istarted in Twin City
radio in 1958. Iwas adesign engineer
building color TV sets and went into the
radio business as an engineer, moved up to
no man's land at Thief River Falls, where I
got my taste of small-town broadcasting.
My wife and Ifiled for the Park Rapids frequency at 100 watts — the sheriff had 150
watts more than we had.
We raised eight kids, and five of them
are engineers, PEs. One is with Carl T.
Jones, my daughter Cynthia Jacobson.
David is here and owns KSKK(FM). My
son Matthew is the engineering director of
SAIC and manages the Armed Forces
Network worldwide.
My son Butch just left the FCC; he's
back with us. [He was associate chief of the
Audio Services Division and, later, deputy
chief of engineering]. You say "IBOC" to
him and his eyes light up; he thinks it's the

Paul J. McLane
greatest thing since sliced bread. The rest of
the family says "No, no, no."
It's an FCC "thing," like AM stereo
was. They don't look at the solid technical
stuff, they look at who they like and don't
like. They don't like Leonard Kahn. They
didn't like him before and they don't like
him again.
Q: So what's your alternative to HD
Radio? What is the best practical path for
industry to take?
De La Hunt: Let the broadcasters
choose their own technology. Don't try to
drive them with astandard. A lot of people say no one listens to AM now. Well,
if no one listens, let the AMs do what
they want within the current bandwidth
standards.
On AM Ithink the majority of smalltown broadcasters will go to Cam-D.
We'll not go digital on FM; we'll go with
the system [FMeXtra from Digital Radio
Express] that gives us additional channels
for $9,000.
Ibought aKahn stereo system in the
hope that the marketplace decision would
be amarketplace decision. Then the FCC
mandated that Ihad to immediately turn it
off. I'm scared of the commission once
again being run by abunch of bureaucrats
mandating what we have to do, based on
what they perceive to be amarketplace
decision.
Iknow government. Government thinks
they're right, and when they think they're
right, they mandate. The living proof is
what they did with the C-QUAM system.
They absolutely destroyed the concept of
See DE LA HUM', page 20
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RAMPING UP THE GEAR
Receiver prices will drop and products
in more categories will enter the market,
Struble predicts.
JVC, for example, said its $329 list CD
receiver with integrated HD Radio will
replace acurrent offering listed for $849.
Audio Design Associates, Boston
Acoustics,
DaySequerra,
Philips
Consumer Electronics, Polk, Radiosophy,
Rotel, Sangean and Yamaha showed HD
Radio products for the home.

Radio World

www.hdradiouniversity.com and was to
start at the end of January.
Ibiquity hired Creative Channel
Services' cyberscholar.com to develop
the program. CCS will host the site and
says its training reaches a potential
90,000 salespeople in approximately
7,000 stores. Retailers such as Best Buy,
CompUSA, Staples and Circuit City use
the training, according to CCS.
HD Radio University will offer retailers two levels of achievement: an
"Associate's Degree" and a "Bachelor's
Degree." Each will require salespeople to
participate in 20 minutes of training
about HD Radio and pass tests at the end
of each session. Later in 2006, athird 20minute unit may be added to create a
"Master's Degree" level that incorporates

5

entertainment system, including HD Radio,
without replacing OEM components.
The KOS-A200 can be integrated
with OEM radios that include RDS FM
tuners, allowing text to be displayed on
the radio from devices connected
through the USB or 5L input. Other
devices that can be integrated with the
OEM system include Sirius Satellite
Radio tuners, disc changers, MP3 players, iPod players and Kenwood's new
Bluetooth adapter for hands- free cell
phone integration.
"Seventy percent of the OEM vehicles have RDS tuners," said Kenwood's
Mike Bergman.
The KOS-A200 includes aUSB input,
two stereo auxiliary analog inputs, a 5L
disc changer input, IR eye input for the
remote control, and is HD Radio-ready
and Sirius-Ready when an external tuner
is connected via the 5L input.
Kenwood displayed aprototype. The
unit is to ship in June and lists for $200.

Photo by Leslie Siiinson

HD-DICE SHOWCASES
HO-R ADAPTER

Clear Channel Traffic displayed its navigation system, launched with
Audiovox last year, in a BMW in Ibiquitys booth. Clear Channel has deals
with more receiver makers — Cobra, Garmin and Kenwood — for the
traffic service, which serves 100 stations in some 50 markets.
Auto receiver manufacturing partners
displaying HD Radio product included
Alpine Electronics, Delphi, Dice,
Eclipse, JVC, Kenwood, Panasonic,
Sanyo and Visteon.
Ibiquity said companies planning to
offer IBOC products early this year
include
ADA,
Alpine,
Boston
Acoustics,
DaySequerra,
Dice
Electronics, Eclipse, JVC, Kenwood,
Panasonic, Polk Audio, Radiosophy,
Rote!, Sanyo and Yamaha.
HD- 12 MULTICAST
RADIOS FEATURED
Every radio in Ibiquity's booth could
decode multicast signals. On display
were three vehicles with OEM, aftermarket and advanced data applications of HD
Radios with live multicast broadcasts by
Beasley station KSTJ(FM), Clear
Channel's KWNR(FM) and CBS Radio
station KXTE(FM).
Live traffic information was displayed
on anavigation system and apreview of
the new HD Radio retailer training site
was showcased.
SALES TRAINING BEGINS
Ibiquity has launched a retail sales
training tool to combat confusion about
HD Radio among the public and electronics salespeople.
The free program, dubbed "HD Radio
University," requires registration at

S
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more technical aspects of the HD Radio
digital broadcasting system.
Bernie Sapienza, vice president of
retail business development for Ibiquity
Digital, said as sales staff turns over, the
program also helps bring new hires up to
speed on HD Radio.

Dice Electronics displayed a hardwired HD Radio integration solution for
OEM and aftermarket head units.
With the HD-Dice receiver, consumers
can keep their existing car sound system.
HD-Dice has inputs for a CD changer,
navigation system or other auxiliary
device. The product will be available in
Q2 and compatible with Audi, GM,

Nissan, BMW, Honda, Toyota, Chrysler,
Mazda and Volkswagen vehicles.
Ibiquity Chief Operating Officer Jeff
Jury said the launch opens anew category for HD Radio products.
JVC SHOWCASES
GEN 2 PRODUCT
JVC's second-generation HD Radio CD
Receiver is due on store shelves in March
for an expected price of about $300. The
KD-HDR1 includes amulti-cast capable
HD Radio tuner, is satellite radio ready,
and Ready for iPod, allowing iPod connection, recharging and information display
using JVC's KS-PD100 adapter.
Other KD-HDR1 features include JVC's
Digital Integrated Alignment System tuner,
based on aunified chip rather than the
more common hard-wired analog tuner to
deliver what the manufacturer says is
improved reception with minimum interference and signal fades to maximize the
performance of analog broadcasts.
Additionally, with the KD-HDR1's
Digital 7-band iEQ, users can boost or
cut the level by up to 10dB on each of
seven bands (60, 150, 400, lk, 2.4k, 6k
and 15kHz) to customize the overall
response according to a car's acoustic
environment.
HD- R ALLIANCE ON THE JOB
HD Digital Radio Alliance President/
See CES, page 6

Over
1,000,000,000 seconds
of precision timing

IBIOUITY DEVELOPS
CAR ADAPTER
Ibiquity says it developed a reference design for auniversal tuner box, a
protocol converter and adapter cable
that plugs into satellite- ready head
units. The equipment allows head units
to receive digital AM and FM as well as
FM multicast signals. The company said
the product would be compatible with a
total of more than 200 OEM and aftermarket auto receivers.
The HD Radio tuner will be compatible with factory-installed receivers —
including those from Chrysler, Ford and
GM — and aftermarket receivers from
companies
such
as
Panasonic,
Kenwood, Alpine, Pioneer and Sony.
No special antennas or other accessories
are required.
The converter connects using an
adapter cable to the CD changer input of
asatellite-ready head unit. Summer availability is projected with a list price of
around $300. The company also plans to
develop asimilar product with abuilt-in
FM modulator to provide HD Radio
tuner control to RDS head units.
KENWOOD DEMOS
INTEGRATED OEM SOLUTION
Kenwood USA displayed acar audio
product that it says makes it possible to
upgrade or add components to avehicle

W

HEN you require the best, most accurate in precision
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Timing", ESE Master Clocks & Accessories have
been the industry standard for over three decades.

Whether using GPS, WVVV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency
accuracy — all ESE Master Clocks can drive digital or analog
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based systems. Call or visit our web site for more details.

°3-Year Warranty •

142 Sierra Street • El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
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CEO Peter Ferrara met with receiver
manufacturers, automakers and CE
retailers about HD Radio promotion at
the show and said he received an enthusiastic response about the alliance. The
majority of those with whom he met
were aware of what the alliance is and
able to get into more detail about
alliance plans and what these organizations can do together to promote terrestrial digital radio.
Shortly after CES, alliance members
planned to make decisions about the formats for multicast stations in the first 25
cities, which will include most of the top
25 markets.
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TI: HD- 12 PROMOTION
IS CRITICAL

STRUBLE: HD- R IS LIKE A
'SUPER-SIZE' ADVERTISER

multicasting and AM nighttime authorization to be handled next.

Promotion and education of consumers will persuade U.S. automakers
to install terrestrial digital radios,
according to Texas Instruments Project
Manager for Digital Radio John
Gardner.
"Broadcasters have to have a huge
amount of pull:' he told RW. "You have
to have David Bowie dropping out of the
sky," referring to aseries of national TV
ads XM Satellite Radio ran to promote
its launch.
TI's investment in HD- R receiver
chips represent a significant investment in the technology, he said. TI
also manufactures chips for Eureka147 and Digital Radio Mondiale
receivers.

Struble said the HD Radio Alliance
is a tremendous step forward for the
rollout.
"When they spend that $200 million,
HD Radio will be the largest radio advertiser on AM and FM," he said, referring
to the value of ad time major broadcast
groups have promised to devote to the
HD-R promotion effort.
He and alliance head Peter Ferrara talk
frequently, he said. A major question for
both is how fast the promotion and multicasting format rollout can proceed.
Asked about the timing of the FCC's
final authorization of the technology,
Struble said he believes the FCC will
authorize IBOC permanently in stages
rather than in one large proceeding, with

NRSC VOTES DOWN
COX DISPLAY IDEA

The Word is Out - iMediaTouch is the fastest
growing Radio Automation System...

The National
Radio
Systems
Committee voted down a resolution
offered by Cox Radio, which wanted the
NRSC to form acommittee with the goal
of recommending a standard and implementation plan for identifying multicast
channels on HD Radios.
Members of the Digital Radio
Broadcasting Subcommittee, formerly
called the DAB Subcommittee, felt
such adecision should not be made by
a technical committee, said NRSC
Chairman Charlie Morgan after the
meeting at CES.
Cox funded focus groups to research
whether the radio display should read the
current "HD2" when identifying multicast channels, or appear as a "new" frequency to position digital as a "new"
band. Bob Harper, who conducted the
research for Cox, presented his finding to
the committee at the show.
Responding to the "no" vote, Gregg
Lindahl, vice president of Cox
Interactive, said the company will now
focus on developing its supplemental
channels for HD Radio. "The bigger
issue is getting consumer input" into how
the channels are displayed, he said.
BOSTON ACOUSTICS
SHIPS BACK-ORDERS

...wondering why?

VISTEON DEMOS
MULTICASTING

Broadcast Automation Software

With three new installations a week, iMediaTouch keeps
beating out the conipetition.Why are we so hot?
HD- 2Multicasting & PAD Data

We looked at many different systems and kept getting

.4b. Instant website integration

drawn back to OMTs iMediaTouch! Ispoke with

4
4,Non- Stop

those that use other systems...NO iMediaTouch user

4 .Group

Broadcasting

Wide-Area solutions

4. New On- Air Interface and more!

Boston Acoustics is shipping "thousands" of its Recepter Radio HD unit to
fill back orders, according to Stephen
Shenefield, promoted to vice president of
engineering for the receiver maker. The
unit is one of the first that can decode
multicast signals. The Recepter Radio
HD includes a second satellite speaker
for stereo separation, and aremote.
A stereo input accepts iPods/MP3
players and other external audio sources,
and the radio's stereo headphone output
doubles as a line output, allowing it to
serve any component audio system as an
HD Radio source. The radio lists for
$499 although broadcast deals for bulk
purchases can still be had, acompany
source recently told Radio World.

Visteon, which says it's the first automotive supplier to bring HD Radio into
North American vehicles, demonstrated a
multicasting prototype at its booth.
Visteon and BMW installed factoryinstalled HD Radios in the 2006 BMW 6and 7- Series sedans.

programmers and engineers that use iMediaTouch and

PRI GROWS HD-R PORTFOLIO

could come up with asystem downfall. That sa
powerful statement'«
Chris Alciestle - Director of Programming
Verstandig Broadcasting

Call ourToll Free Sales DeskToday 888-665-0501
Download a Free Demo Version
www.imediatouch.com

t
technologies Inventing Radio Trends

Visit us online for more information - www.imediatouch.com
See Us at NRB Booth #11 43

Public Radio International added BBC
Mundo to its lineup of programming for
multicast channels. Produced by BBC
World Service, it is a Spanish-language
service featuring several programs.
KPCC(FM), Los Angeles, KVCR(FM),
San Bernardino, Calif. and KNAU(FM).
Flagstaff, Ariz. were among several PRI
affiliate stations slated to launch BBC
Mundo last month on their HD Radio
multicast channels.
PRI offers its 732 affiliate stations a
range of HD Radio streams. Also, stations can use programming to create custom streams for SACs and provide content not available in their markets.
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Young
Continued from page 1

Maybe in 2040, these will be the guys
grousing about how they miss their iPods
and hard-drive automation systems.
Big Apple, young seed
Rob Bertrand, 27, is afull-time technician who came to Infinity station
WCBS(AM) in New York in April of 2005.
"I'm more or less self-taught," Bertrand
said. "But Ihave always been electronically
inclined, beginning at age 13 when Istarted
my own alarm company, which later helped
pay for college. But Ifell in love with radio
at my college station, now known as RLCWVPH(FM)."
When Bertrand got to Livingston
College at Rutgers University in New
Jersey, the AM carrier current station had
fallen out of favor with the FM-oriented
student body.

Radio World

and part-time positions to get more young
people into the industry:'
All in the family
Ben Ary is chief engineer for Clear
Channel in Columbus, Ohio.
"My father Jim was an engineer for Taft,
Great American, CitiCasters, Jacor and
Clear Channel. Igrew up going to work
and to the transmitter site with him on
weekends," he said. "Igot right into it after
Igraduated high school and got my twoyear associates degree in electronic engineering from Marion Technical College
while Iwas working in radio."
Ary, 29, also attended acouple of Harris
transmitter schools for additional training
before receiving his SBE certification. He
encourages formal education for others in
his age group.
"When you go to college, take IT and

7

networking classes," he said.
Ary's mentors include his father and
Greg Savoldi, now regional director of
engineering at Clear Channel, Columbus.
"This is afun field and Inever have a
boring day," said Ary, who also handles
chief engineer duties at four radio stations
in nearby Marion, Ohio.
An Ary associate is Clear Channel
staff engineer Andy Mika, 26, whom
Ary describes as intuitive, smart and driven. Mika was literally "grandfathered"
into the business.
"My grandfather introduced me to electronics," Mika said. "He was an electrical
engineer and let me fix broken equipment
and taught me to solder. This combined with
my love for audio led me to acareer in radio.
"I started on the air at my college station
at Otterbein in Westerville, Ohio," said
Mika; the station was WOBN(FM). "Idid-

Andy Mika, 26, works for Clear Channel
in Columbus, Ohio, as astaff engineer.
n't get too involved with the RF side, but I
liked to fix things and problem- solve.
When Igat there they were still using cart
machines and CD players, and they didn't
have any automation."
See YOUNG, page 8

Rob Bertrand, right, is a27-year-old
technician for WCBS(AM) in New York.
Ken Bieber, WINS/WCBS transmitter
supervisor, stands beside the WCBS
Continental 317C3 auxiliary transmitter.
"I found that nearby Piscataway High
School had an FM frequency they were
only using four hours aday. WVPH was in
trouble and facing alicense challenge from
a local religious group, so in the fall of
1997 we formed apartnership to share the
frequency and transmitter.
"It was that experience of literally saving
astation that forced me to learn about audio
and RE"
After four years at Greater Media stations WMGQ(FM) and WCTC(AM) in
New Brunswick, Bertrand landed in the
nation's biggest market nearby. At WCBS,
he is the youngest member of the engineering staff.
"They have anumber of great engineers
who are not that far from retirement, and I
need to learn the entire operation so Ican
support whatever they need me to do. I'm
responsible for anything that spits out audio,
and alot of that now is computers," he said.
WCBS is adigital plant with Klotz consoles, aBurli software package in the newsroom and Prophet Systems automation
handling commercials. Bertrand also
spends time at the shared WFAN(AM)/
WCBS transmitter location at High Island,
N.Y., with Ken Beiber, who is transmitter
supervisor for sister station WINS(AM)
and WCBS, and Dick James from WFAN.
"Here we have aGM, Steve Swenson,
who recognizes the need to develop new
engineering talent and takes the lead in
recruiting," he said. " Steve took an
unprecedented step in hiring someone like
me who had been working nine years, with
only four of those outside college. But that
is what it will take to ensure the long-term
viability of stations like WCBS.
"I am also thankful to Milford Smitty'
Smith at Greater Media for his mentoring
and guidance over the years. We need more
people like these guys to start internships

ACCESS
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Young
Continued from page 7

Mika installed a Prophet Systems
NexGen while he was astudent. He later
received broadcast and audio degrees and
finished afour-year degree in communications with abroadcast focus.
What age gap?
In the northwest corner of the country
you'll find Fisher Radio, Seattle. The assistant engineer there is Gabe Joseph, 26, who
began his career as an on-air reporter, news
anchor and disk jockey.
"I started at Cascade Radio Group in
Bellingham, which included KGMI(AM)/
KISM(FM)," he said. "Iwas attracted to
engineering because Ihave technical abilities. The program director there, Greg
Roberts, encouraged me to stick with that
part of the industry."

Ben Ary, 29, is chief engineer for
Clear Channel in Columbus.
Joseph was self-taught; he later took
classes in computer network engineering
and electronics. "But Imust say that one
advantage to the analog days was that if
you had acart machine break, you had
another you could substitute," he said. "And
it didn't bring down the whole station."
Because he didn't have alot of RF experience, Joseph began working with older engineers. His main focus today is on automation systems, consoles and studio work.
"We have aTV station here too, and
those guys can help me learn more about
RF and other traditional engineering principles:' he said.

Joseph believes that whether the department is sales or engineering, handling
people represents the biggest issue he has
to face.
"Sometimes we'll have jocks complain
about equipment they believe is broken:' he
said. "But really, they just don't know how
to use it. So Ispend alot of time helping
thee'
He is concerned about the future of radio
engineering and the people who will
become leaders.
"A lot of the guys are in their 40s and
50s; and when they retire I'm not sure who
the engineers are going to be," he said.
"Part of the problem is that young people
are going into computer fields and there is
very little encouragement by management
to recruit new engineers."
Consolidation, according to Joseph, may
also be part of the problem.
"It used to be that an engineer oversaw
two stations and probably had an assistant:'
he said. "Consolidation means that one
engineer has even more stations to deal
with and has no assistant — if the station is
lucky enough to have an engineer at all.
Contract engineers have to be brought in to
do the heavy stuff like climbing towers.
"And we wonder why it is getting harder
to find qualified applicants."
Joseph said that the mark of agood engineer is that he or she wants to teach other
people and leave good documentation. He
also believes that the broadcast business is
not for everyone.
"I don't think Iwould encourage someone to go into radio unless they really want
to because it means hard hours and low pay
in the beginning," said Joseph. " But if
you're dedicated it can be very rewarding."
Networking
Here's something to ponder: The children
of the Reagan era now are becoming chiefs.
Wescoast Broadcasting's KPQ(AM/
FM), Wenatchee, Wash., is home to Chief
Engineer Aaron Ishmael, age 23. He too
was brought into the business by his father,
aprogram director.
"I am mostly self-taught, but Ido have
an associate of science degree from Red
Rocks Community College in Lakewood,

Colo.: .he said. "Ienjoy making things better, whether it's a new studio project or
revitalizing atransmitter site. Ispent some
time in programming and sales, but Iwas
never as good at those as Iwas at engineering?'
Ishmael, shown on page 1, credits Brad
Hart and Gary Nakashima, chief and assistant chief engineers at Jefferson Pilot
Communications in Denver, and Jay White,
corporate director of engineering for Morris
Communications, all of whom have helped
him in his career.

Older? Younger? Irrelevant? At 45,
Dave Adams is chief at KSRV(AM/FM),
Ontario, Ore.
"Networking with others is so important:' he said. "If you don't know the solution to aproblem, chances are someone
else has faced the same thing and has the
answer."
Ishmael is in the process of renovating a
studio that is 17 years older than he is.
No two days alike
At 45, Dave Adams is almost twice the
age of Aaron Ishmael, and thus bridges the
gap between the youngest and the oldest in
the engineering world. He is chief engineer
at KSRV(AM/FM), Ontario, Ore, owned
by FM Idaho Co.
Adams has been at his stations five
years longer than Ishmael has been alive.
He enjoys living and working in his
hometown. After a brief stint in New
Zealand he returned to the United States
with arenewed appreciation for our FCC.
Adams feels that our commission is more
responsive to complaints and more fair to
all parties in adispute than its counterpart in New Zealand.
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He started in radio at KYET(AM),
Payette, Idaho. When the morning jock
there was killed in amotorcycle mishap,
Adams found himself on the air using an
old Gates tube console and RCA ribbon
microphones. He was hooked.
"I have had the privilege of working
with some really good engineers who didn't mind me asking questions," he said.
"But they all told me it was my responsibility tc pass the information along and help
others, too. Rockwell Smith at Journal
Broadcasting in Boise and Chuck Harland
at KSRV were both good influences.
Rockwell is one of the best trouble-shooting engineers I've ever seen."
Adams loves the variety in his job.
"Every day is different. You could be working on the septic tank, climbing atower,
then working on computers. You don't do
the same thing two days in arow."
He also likes to have ajob where he can
make adifference in the lives of others.
"I believe alocal radio station plugged
into its community can inform people, fulfill amission and still have fun. You might
even save some lives."
Adams' boss is acorporate director of
engineering at age 41. Jeff Allen operates
out of the FM Idaho office in Twin Falls
and also works for Locally Owned Radio in
the city. He oversees eight AM and FM
properties.
"I got crazy about radio when Iwas 10
years old listening to Portland's
KGW(AM)," Allen said. "Istarted working
for Al Lee at KART(AM)/KFMA(FM) in
Jerome, Idaho back in 1978:'
Allen is self-taught through books and
what he could pick up from other engineers.
"I used to tear things apart as a kid,
which was good experience," he said. "I
now run avideo production company in my
spare time. Iproduce the TV spots for both
radio companies along with voice-overs
and animation for various TV groups."
Their emergency, my challenge
"Everything is an emergency to some
people," said Fred Bennett, 24, astaff engineer for Infinity Broadcasting in Las
Vegas. "So Ihave learned to do just about
everything."
Bennett started in the small town of Port
Huron, Mich., at WHLS(AM) and
WSAQ(FM). He attended Kettering
University and met his mentor Dick
Howard, who now works for SBC, while
doing aremote broadcast.
"Each day is different:' he said. "The
change is what's exciting for me."
Bennett said not alot of formal training
is available to young people who specifically want to become radio engineers.
"My school didn't even have aradio
department," he said. "But if it's something
you're interested in, get involved with the
local station setting up remotes. Just start
someplace."
Rob Bertrand at WCBS believes that it
is up to management to encourage young
people to work as engineers.
"The entire notion of 'farm team' stations in smaller markets to develop new talent is becoming less common as staffs are
being reduced or eliminated:' he said. "If
more leaders of our industry do not start
taking more responsibility for developing
young talent, we are going to be in acrisis
situation very soon."
Bertrand may be right. Then again, looking at the young people we talked to for
this article, maybe not.
Know ayoung engineer who makes you
optimistic about the future? Share his or
her name with the industry. Write to
radioworld@imaspub.com.
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IBOC: The Next Copyright Battlefield
Several Reasons Digital Radio Is Attracting
Such Attention From the Music Industry
by Skip Pizzi
You may be wondering why record
labels seem to have recently discovered
IBOC technology, and are rallying regulators, legislators and anyone else who
will listen to add content protection to
music broadcast over HD Radio.
After all, hasn't radio always broadcast music freely, and hasn't this
seemed to help rather than hinder
record sales? OK, IBOC transmission
may sound a bit better, but won't peo-

ple searching for music still greatly
prefer to download songs (legitimately
or otherwise) from online sites, or copy
them from CDs, rather than record
them off-air in real time?
And anyway, isn't it likely that a
song recorded from the radio will have
its beginning and/or ending stepped on
by DJ banter, commercials or the
top/tail of another song ( not to mention
often being subjected to heavy dynamic-range reduction and other air-chain
audio processing)?

Well, the answer to all these quesfions is very probably yes; but notwithstanding such practical and behavioral
constraints, there remain several potentially valid reasons why digital radio
broadcasts constitute anew threat to the
music industry's copyrighted material.
These issues have prompted the RIAA
to pronounce digital radio as a greater
threat to the music industry than (the
original) Napster ever was. Of course, the
organization said the same thing recently
about CD burning, but it may have been
correct in that assessment. So what similar dangers do the RIAA and its members
now foresee from digital radio?
First, consider that alot of the "unpro-

The Big Picture

by Skip Pizzi
tected" music in the file-sharing environment is MP3-encoded at 128 kilobits per
second. The HDC codec used by HD
Radio ( like AAC, WMA and other
codecs of its general class) is at least
twice as efficient as MP3, meaning that it
can produce equivalent or better quality
to these files at 64 kbps. This implies that
HD Radio music broadcast at the full 96
kbps IBOC-FM payload rate can provide
higher audio fidelity than much of the
P2P music being shared, and it can even
match or exceed the quality of higherfi
192 kbps MP3 files.
While the newer, " protected" ( or
"legitimate") music download services
use codecs of roughly equivalent quality to HDC, and at rates of 128 kbps or
higher. these services have not yet
attracted the bulk of online music
users. Despite the strong growth of paid
digital music downloading since its
inception, the majority of online music
activity still takes place in the unprotected MP3 domain.

The RIAA has
pronounced digital
radio a greater
threat to the music
industry than the
original Napster.
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The RIAA sees unprotected HD
Radio as a potentially attractive step
forward in quality for the "free" digital
music environment.
Musicbots
Another concern of the RIAA
regards how future digital radios might
actually work, particularly those that
could be built as peripheral devices to
PCs or other computer- based devices
(such as the next generation of powerful, "converged" handheld platforms).
Given the likelihood that most IBOC
music broadcasts will include synchronized metadata identifying artists and
song titles, the RIAA foresees asimple
computer application that could record
IBOC broadcasts, store songs as individual audio + metadata files, and then
easily build rich libraries of freely
obtained music.
Such an application could use the
files' metadata to name, sort and search
the files, and "clean" versions could
See IBOC, page 11
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therefore harder to make, especially given that the content was already broadcast
in the clear (i.e., without content protection and/or accompanying usage restric-
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stores on his own equipment is illegally
obtained to begin with, any further redistribution of that content would also be
illegal, so the argument goes.

11

copyrighted disc, versus content that
was obtained from authorized and unrestricted broadcasts. They foresee the
possibility of not being able to extend
I> Continued from page 1Q
the hard-fought recent victories over
even be stitched together titan multiple
file-sharers of the past and present to .
recordings (thereby eliminating voice„flume file-sharers that obtain their
.The JUÀA
seeking not only...a content
vers and crossfades that-mar have
music via different {
i.e.,,digital broadoccurred when the cuts were -aired).
cast) means, and thus having to possiprotection scheme for digital radio music
These relatively high-quality, automatibly argue such cases anew under differcally catalogued files — or entire
ent circumstances — and perhaps a
broadcasts, but also rules that would inhibit a
libraries of them — could then be
higher burden of proof.
freely shared online.
For all of these reasons, and possibly
device's search capabilities after recording.
It is for this reason that the RIAA is
more yet to be identified, the subject of
seeking not only a content-protection
content protection on digital radio will
scheme for digital radio music broadremain ahigh-profile issue on the regucasts, but also rules that would inhibit a tions), and with the copyright holder's
Citing this point, record company
latory, legislative and technical fronts
device's search capabilities after recordknowledge and permission, so this distrilawyers see a clear difference between
for the foreseeable future. The solution
ing. This includes prohibitions similar to
bution came with certain known risk of
file- sharing that uses content downmay ultimately rewrite copyright law.
those already in effect for Internet radio,
uncontrolled downstream usage. On the
loaded from P2P sites already declared
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
such as alimit to the number of consecother hand, if the content that a user
illegal, or from unauthorized use of a Radio World..
utive songs that can be played from a
single release, and a restriction that
recording devices could only record
long-form blocks of radio programming
(e.g., 30- or 60- minute minimum),
which must be retained as single, contiguous files — thereby disallowing subdivision into individual song files.
There has also been discussion of a
preference by record companies for the
purposeful de-synchronization of metadata from its corresponding audio, to
foil the ability of automatic searching
of recorded radio broadcasts. For example, this might require broadcasters to
withhold transmission of a song's
metadata until a few seconds had
passed after the song started playing,
and to keep this timing differential
variable and randomized.

IBOC

Cases in point
A final issue deals with some nuances
in the digital music world's ongoing litigation. Several recent court decisions,
including one in the U.S. Supreme Court,
have bolstered the RIAA's positiou that
certain music file-sharing practice i constitute copyright violations.
In all of these rulings, jurists ?took
great pains to distinguish between the
today's filesharing practices and the
so-called " Betamax" case (Sony v.
Universal Studios), which has stood as
a guiding precedent in this area of law
since its issuance in 1984. A key 'component of this distinction is that the initial access to music files by accused
file-sharers was unauthorized by the
copyright holder, and thus the subsequent activity constituted infringement.
(It was stipulated that users initially
obtained music files from illegal filesharing services, or they ripped them
from CDs that may have been legitimately purchased, but such purchase
clearly did not include the right to
republish via afile-sharing site.)
This was in stark contrast to the
Betamax case, which held that the initial
transmission of the content recorded by
device-users was via TV broadcasts that
were authorized by the copyright holder.
Although it could still be argued that
widespread redistribution of such content by the Betamax user would also be
illegal, the initial capture of the content
was legal. Any argument toward limitation of subsequent use of the content is

CYSTEMS •, nm
O TORE —
Your Online Source For Technical Tools 8 Suppli
Gepco - Krone - Neutrik - Switchcratt - Triplett - & MO
Tel: 407-656-3719 Fax: 407-656-5474
www.SystemsStore.com

No, we didn't put AM transmission
on alow carb diet.
But we packed aton of AM power into
atransmitter half that size.
Designed for the demands of both analog and digital transmission, the
4MX 50 — based on BE's patent-pending 4M ModulationTM— boasts unparalleled
88% typical efficiency into asmall footprint with aprice to match. All 32 power
amplifiers, each with their own power supply, are hot-pluggable and can be removed
and replaced while the transmitter remains on the air. Dual, low-voltage power
supplies allow full operation with no loss of power or service even if one should
go off line. Local operation, diagnosis and status are performed on a15" XGA
graphical user interface and remotely via IP. Power levels from 50 kW down to
250 W meet all your power level needs, day and night. Contact BE for details.

I=E

Broadcast Electronics, Inc. • 4100 North 24th Street, Quincy, Illinois 62305-3606
Telephone: (217) 224-9600 • Fax: (217) 224-9607 • E-Mail: bdcast@bdcast.com
Broadcast Electronics and the BE logo are registered trademarks and 4MX and 4M Modulation are
trademarks of Broadcast Electronics Inc.
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Datacasting Services Spread
by Tom Vernon
Interest in datacasting with the RDS
subcarrier seems to be on the rise.
European broadcasters had been leading the U.S. in datacasting applications,
but the gap is narrowing. Services such
as emergency alerts, retailing and traffic information are being deployed.
Even more exciting applications have
been envisioned for HD Radio's data
channel.

to satellites as that technology became
cost-effective.
Still popular is the Microsoft Smart
Watch, which uses existing FM subcarrier technology to deliver targeted information from the Internet to a subscriber's
wrist watch display.
EWS
Today, avariety of services use RDS
technology for datacasting.
viaRadio, for example, uses RDS

;
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for emergency alerts and messages. It
contains two tuners, one adjusted by
the user, the second fixed to the selected RDS signalling station. Accuracy of
the clock is maintained by regular
updates from the network. A rechargeable battery pack ensures operation
during power outages.
A professional version of the EWS
receiver is available for first responders
and the disabled. It includes aserial output port and contact closures.
viaRadio EWS systems have been
deployed in Europe, with approximately 50,000 receivers in the field; the service is just being introduced in the
United States.
Bill Marriott, president of viaRadio,
said plans are under consideration to
migrate the service to other platforms.
"We're looking into datacasting
viaRadio with DRM ( Digital Radio

time traffic and weather information.
Typically, this information is routed from
areceiver to the car's TMC-enabled navigation system, which can offer dynamic
route guidance. TMC not only alerts drivers to problems, but suggests alternate
routes to avoid delays.
Systems usually allow the drive to
view the information as icons on their
navigation map or as text messages.
Information is collected from traffic
monitoring systems, emergency services
and drivers' calls at acentral traffic information center. This data is passed to the
TMC service provider, who adds the
proper RDS coding protocols. Typical
throughput of information from first
report of an incident to TMC broadcast
can be as little as 30 seconds.
Traffic information is received by the
data channel, so drivers can listen to
music or news simultaneously. Since
the information is displayed in nearreal time, there is no need to wait for
the next traffic update or listen to aspecific station.

DESERT tilt
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Visteon HD Radio with traffic display
FM subcarrier technology has been
around almost as long as the FM broadcast band. The FCC rules originally stipulated that Subsidiary Communications
Authorization, or SCA, channels only be
used for aural services.
In April 1975, the commission
changed the rules to allow non- aural
SCA services. Proposed applications
included slow-scan TV, teletype and facsimile. The SCA channel could also be
used for in-house applications such as
return telemetry for transmitter remote
control, or relaying sports or other specialized programming on aregional network basis.
Most subcarrier revenue was generated
by aural services such as Muzak and
Physician's Radio Network, although
data applications such as differential GPS
and Quotron enjoyed brief popularity.
Many services switched from subcarriers

coders and addressable emergency warning receivers for its Emergency Warning
System, or EWS. The service recognizes
aneed to reach key people in emergencies, even when they are asleep. viaRadio
relies on specially-designed clock radios
with adigital text display.
Warning messages are sent via astation's RDS channel, which activates an
alarm on the clock radio and displays a
text message.
The owner of the system chooses
what message to send, to which group
of radios, and at what level of urgency,
all by using a Web interface. Typical
users include state and local government, nuclear plants, chemical plants,
refineries, railroads and pipelines. Each
EWS receiver can address up to 32
groups.
The viaRadio receiver looks and acts
like a clock radio until it is activated

viaRadio EWR Receiver
Mondiale) for shortwave stations. It has
a great potential to alert people in
tsunami- prone areas where there are
few local broadcasters."
He said chipsets for DRM are available, though prices are high. Costs are
expected to drop when DRM-capable
short wave sets are mass-produced.

Talc
Another datacasting application that
utilizes RDS is the Traffic Message
Channel (TMC), which broadcasts real-

TMC traffic information systems are
standardized globally. The same standards are used by traffic data collectors,
information service providers, broadcasters and receiver manufacturers. All
receivers use the same list of event codes,
while the location database contains a
specific set of location codes.
The TMC system, too, has been
deployed in Europe, where receivers can
display information in language selected
by the driver. New delivery channels are

KinStar

See DATACAST1NG, page 14

-gb

•Direct replacement for a quarter wave tower with 67% reduction in height.
•Approved for non-directional Class B, C or D full-time operations.
•Land requirement: Must accommodate 120- radial quarter wave ground system.
•Requires no lights or paint.
•Input bandwidth compatible with IBOC HD Radio.
•Enhanced survivability in hurricane zone due to short height.
•Excellent, low cost auxiliary antenna.
•Suitable for installation near airports.

The first electrically short AM antenna with FCC pre-approved efficiency
and radiation characteristics for full time use in the U.S. market.
423.878.314

423.878.4224 Email: kti@kintronic.com

www.kintronic.com

Conserves AU.

Technology can save you money.
Consider: computers, VolP phone systems and
bandwidth cost less and deliver more every year.
Wouldn't it be great if broadcast gear did, too?
Thanks to Axia, it can.
Axia saves you money by using open Ethernet
technology to replace expensive proprietary
mainframe routers. Not only is Ethernet less
expensive, it's simpler and more reliable —
perfect for critical 24/7 operations. The Axia
IP-Audio solution eliminates sound cards, DAs,
punch blocks and cumbersome cables, so it
reduces installation and maintenance costs.
And now, Axia has acool new modular control
surface: Element. Scalable from four to forty
faders, you can build the ideal surface for every
studio. Element's abundant outputs and flexible
architecture can be switched between stereo
and surround mixing. Its info- rich user display,
HD Multicast, HD Surround, conventional stereo

Element

handles them all. Upgrade your studios with confidence;

built-in router control, and integrated phone
element

and codec support simplify the most complex

you're ready for anything.

shows. You'll never outgrow it.
Like all Axia products, Element does more and
costs about half what others try to charge for
their "
Trust us, this is better than Ethernet, would
we lie to you?" stuff.
Element. Worth its weight in... well, you know.

•
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www.AxiaAudio.com
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tor correction. These features allow the
UPS to be installed using smaller cabling
and breakers. Additionally, the Galaxy's
power surge stabilization system regulates
voltage during surge conditions.
Users can add more battery banks to
the Galaxy for applications requiring
extended runtimes. For example, the 40
kVA Galaxy UPS with four battery cabinets protects connected systems for more
than two hours during apower outage.
The company says it has incorporated
battery management into the series
because batteries often prove to be aweak
link in aUPS system. Through automated
load testing of the batteries, the UPS
determines battery performance parameters and alerts operators to irregularities.
Additionally, automatic predictive failure
analysis of the batteries allows users to
know when they should replace batteries.
The UPS' front- panel LCD display
offers measurements and diagnostic messages as well as an LED mimic diagram.
Also, password-protected personalization
menus enable specification of operation
mode, warning threshold for battery operation and other customer-tailored features.
As an additional monitoring option,
MGE offers its PowerSentinal service,
which gives users immediate access to
their UPS' power status by way of aWeb
site that also is monitored continuously
by the company's Customer Care Staff.
For more information, visit MGE UPS
Systems in California at (800) 523-0142
or visit www.mgeups.com/us.

PLACE

MGE Galaxy 4000
Uses IGBT Rectifier
on Harmonics
MGE UPS Systems offers the Galaxy
4000 UPS, which features Digital Power
Quality Management and IGBT technology that eliminates input harmonics.
The company says the 40, 50, 65 and
75 kVA online double-conversion Galaxy
4000 models' IGBT rectifier rids input
harmonics from the utility-supplied power
and corrects the input through power fac-

ccountability

is indispensable to us

when putting up anew tower. That's why we deal
exclusively with Sabre for our broadcast towers.
Their people have been in the industry for years,
and have a broad-based knowledge on all types
of towers. Their construction department handles
turnkey projects with ease, eliminating the need to
hire subcontractors and worry about who is taking
responsibility. We choose Sabre because we like
the people, the product and the pricing."

m>.

Leonard Stevens
President
Tower Economics

*Sabre
Communications
Corporation '

800-369-6690 • www.sabrecom.com
broadcast@sabrecom.com
2101 Murray Street •

PO Box 658 •

Sioux City, IA 51102

RFS Has CPF-Series
Antenna Suitable
for LPFM
Radio Frequency Systems says its
single-channel CPF-series side-mounted
FM antenna is anew incarnation of its
ECFM antenna, and offers alightweight
solution for low- to medium-power applications in the 87.5 to 108 MHz band. It
features stainless steel construction, and
is available with single-element power
ratings of 500 W (CPF500) or 2.5 kW
(CPF2500).
The company says the radiation pattern and axial ratio of the circularly
polarized omnidirectional antenna have
been enhanced to minimize tower effects
and downward radiation.
The CPF-series also is available prepackaged in multi-element arrays with a
range of gains, using RFS power dividers
and distribution cables. Powers of up to
20 kW are possible for an eight- bay
antenna array, with gain of up to 6dB in
each plane.

Radome options for the CPF-series
include afeedpoint radome, or alternatively a spherical radome that encloses
the radiating element for locations when
icing is aproblem. Other optional components include heating elements and an
input tuner for optimizing VSWR. The
company says the CPF-series FM antenna complements its existing 828-series of
FM broadband panel arrays.
For more information, contact
Radio Frequency Systems in Connecticut
at ( 203) 630-3311 or visit www.rfs
world.com.

Datacasting
Continued from page I2

being developed so TMC services can be obtained via mobile Internet, paging and
GSM/GPRS mobile phone networks.
In the United States, Clear Channel's Total Traffic Network provides RDS/TMC
data to listeners in the top 50 markets. The project is acollaboration of Clear Channel
and Tele Atlas, aprovider of digital map data and location content.
Robert Hylkema, director of Dynamic Traveller Content at Tele Atlas, said the service is available through Audiovox auto navigation systems as well as Cobra and
Gannin personal navigation devices.
'Get'
Technology from Stratos Interactive enables broadcasters to capitalize on the movement towards mobility and personalization.
Listeners have the opportunity to interact with station promotions through avariety
of channels including: the Web, SMS, interactive car radios, mobile phones and MP3
players. Stratos President Kelly Christensen said the service started on car radios and
grew from there.
"Once RDS chipsets became available for cell phones and mobile devices, there
was agreat opportunity to extend these interactive services."
To use the service, the station creates acall to action in its programming and/or
advertising to motivate listeners. The listener can then hit the "Get" button on
StratosInteractive radios, or appropriate buttons on pagers, cell phones or mobile
devices. Listeners can respond to on-air promotions tied to advertising, music or other
content, voting and calls-to-action such as purchasing concert tickets.
Interactive radio can provide accountability to advertisers via real-time data aggregation and fast response to ads. Advertisers can connect on-air activity to texting or on
line follow through, or fulfill requests for additional product information.
While the interactive radio service has been extended beyond car radios,
Christensen said the real strength of radio is "it's free." He adds that extending the service beyond the automotive market creates more opportunities for interactivity.
"There are some real safety issues that come into play when engaging listeners
while they're driving."
Next
The future of datacasting with HD Radio holds "tremendous opportunity," according to Joe D'Angelo, vice president of advanced services for iBiquity Corp.
Services under consideration for the data channel include podcasting, enabling
broadcasters to deliver audio files over their existing infrastructure.
Datacasting technology can add enhancements to onboard navigations systems such
as real-time reporting of road conditions and dynamic routing around congested areas.
It may also be possible to update the database for vehicle navigation systems with
newer maps and points of interest, or POI.
More exciting is the potential for layering real-time data to the POI database.
"It would be possible to use avehicle's navigation system to get information about
room availability in hotels, seating in restaurants, available spots in parking garages
and the location of astation with the cheapest gas prices," D'Angelo said.
It might also be possible in the future to insert CDs in acar sound system and rip
tracks to the system's hard drive, and use datacasting to get current artist and track
information. Another option under consideration is the use of datacasting to distribute
astation's electronic program guide, enabling last-minute changes not possible with
printed materials.
Tom Vernon is afrequent contributor to Radio World. He wrote about software for
documentation and training in the Jan. 4issue. II

Multicasting.
It's like trying to fit
well, you know.

Management has decided to multicast. Which seems like a
terrific idea — until you consider just how little bandwidth
each channel will get. How will the sound of your station(s)
survive these shrinking bitrates? Omnia can help.

New Omnia Multicast with SENSUSTM restores the fullness
and

depth

that

bit- reduction

steals.

Our

DSP

gurus

teamed up with the codec experts at Telos (the folks who
introduced broadcasters to MP3 and MPEG AAC). Together,
they developed aunique suite of tools to pre- condition audio
for HD RadioTM multicasting.

SENSUS technology enhances punch, preserves presence, and
reduces artifacts. Even heavily bit-reduced channels ( like
Omnia Multicast with SE NSW) codec conditioning, Omnia
Bass Management system and distributed look-ahead
limiter significantly improves the sound of HD multicast
and other bit-reduced streams.

multicast) can be significantly improved by Omnia running
SENSUS. And like all Omnia processors, Omnia Multicast
delivers the smooth, clean, pure signature sound that grabs
your listeners and holds them hour after hour. No wonder the
top stations around the world choose Omnia over all other
processor brands.

Multicast like you mean it... with Omnia Multicast.

nia
OM
A Telos Company

OmniaAudio.corn

Ihe "Omnia" and -SLNSUS" names and their logotypes are trademarks of TLS Corp. HD Radio is a trademark of iBiguity Digital Corp. © 2005. TLS Corp. All rights reserved.
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Early Remote Broadcasts
by John Schneider
Almost from the beginning of broadcasting, it
was desirable to transmit programs that originated
outside of aradio station's or network's main studios. Early remotes were referred to as NEM0s, taken from atelephone company abbreviation for "Not
Originating Main Office."

system and fished it out at the remote site several
blocks downstream. But by far the vast majority of
remote broadcasts used broadcast-quality lines
leased from the phone company.
Early remote amplifiers were monstrous affairs,
with heavy tube amplifiers and storage batteries.
The first photo shows aportable RCA remote amplifier from the early 1920s. Standing about 4 feet

Early remotes were referred to as NEM0s, taken
from a telephone company abbreviation for
Not Originating Main Office.
In the 1920s, radio stations frequently located
in major hotel buildings. This gave them arooftop
antenna location in the city center, but also
allowed audio cables to be run to the hotel ballroom for the pickup of a local dance band.
Church service broadcasts and the live transmission of néws and sporting events were also among
the earliest remote broadcasts.
A number of methods were used to transport the
program to the studio. Some early broadcasts were
done using portable shortwave transmitters, but the
quality and reliability was not very satisfactory. The
famous Herb Morrison broadcast of the Hindenberg
crash was actually arecording, cut at the scene on a
portable acetate disk recorder for later broadcast.
There is even the story of the enterprising station
owner in Portland, Ore., who floated atennis ball
attached to an audio cable through the city sewer

isimmor

high, the only thing that made it "portable" were the
two handles on the sides of the cabinet, and it presumably took two strong men to transport it.
NBC dealt with the problem by building anumber of self-contained remote broadcast trucks, such
as the one shown in the second photo. It contained
all the amplifiers, batteries, microphones and cables,
and required only aconnection to the leased phone
line at the broadcast site.
By the 1940s, the equipment
was reduced to suitcase-sized
amplifier/mixers that could
operate from the AC line or
vehicle batteries. In the third
photo, we see another NBC
crew broadcasting an event.
The location and nature of the
event are unknown. 4,

Fig. 1: 'Portable' RCA remote amplifier from ,the early 1920s.

nfflue mg=

EXPECT MORE FROM YOUR AM TRANSMITTER

Fig. 2: A remote broadcast truck. NBCs San Francisco M,sic Director Max
Dolin is shown announcing a program in the ea -y 1930s.

1111

Armstrong Transmitter X-10008

.KW HD Radice ready AM Transmitter for under $10K

Built with dual hot-swappable 600 Watt
RF modules capable of 150% modulation,

Ok

(-1000B can bring that major market sound
o your radio station. Engineered with the
'latest technological innovations, X- 1000B
offers high reliability, built-in redundancy and
it is HD Radio ready.
Best of all, our customers tell us that
the money they save running the X- 1000B
pays for itself with savings in electricity and

maintenance costs over an older transmitter
...and as a bonus they get exceptional
reliability and that major market sound for
free.
But, don't take our word for it. Talk to
our customers already on- the- air with the
X- 1000B. Call or email for a users list and
decide for yourself why owning this
transmitter is a no bramer.

ARMSTRONG
Alga TRANSMITTER CORPORATION

Te/ 315-673-1269/ salesearmstrongtx.corn / www.armstrongtx.corn
'HD Raffia es areg,stered trade mad< of 'Spey Vajltal Corporaten.

Fig. 3: Operating the mixer is Ernie Jefferson; the engineer on the right is
G.B. Dewing. On the telephone is George Greaves, engineer-in-charge at
NBC San Francisco.

"Some people don't like change.
Change doesn't much care."

WEGrIÀ

"I guess being the very first station

"The jocks took to the new board

to use Ethernet for audio routing

like fish to water. Show Profiles are

has made WEGL a little famous!

their favorite part, since they can all

Someone's always on the phone:

have custom board setups. Some

'Tell me about your Axia

like

system. What's the real

levels

story?'

don't. Some like the mic

their

headphone

blasting,

some

on the left side, others
'The real story is that two

on the right. I've got one

-
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years ago, when our our old analog

guy who brings in his vinyl records

consoles began to fall apart, we

every week for an oldies show;

put in an Axia IP-Audio network

he's the only one who uses the

and SmartSurface. And I've never

turntables but when he loads his

had a single reason to regret that

profile, they're ready to go.

decision.
"There were a few little
"Sure, I
was skeptical at first.

bugs, but we had the very

But audio- over- Ethernet

first surface! Axia support

technology is compelling!

gave us new software

Other companies just use CAT-5

right away and our problems were

to carry audio using proprietary

solved. Two years later, I'm more

protocols.

impressed than ever. Irecommend

Axia

uses

standard

Ethernet to build a true network

Axia one- hundred percent.

with uncompressed digital streams
plus machine logic and

"Since the first studio was

program associated data.

installed,

No one else does that!

a new production and

Iwas a little concerned

interview studio, and we

about dropouts and QoS

plan on building three

we've

added

problems, so we went to the Axia

more studios. It'll be all Axia — all

factory and assembled a network

the way to the transmitter."

ourselves. It was easy to do, and it
— Marc Johnson, Chief Engineer, WEGL-FM
Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama

just worked. We were sold.
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Strap This On for Size
by John Bisset
Ed Bukont of Commstruction and
Services remarked about our reminder to
check filters and heat sinks on solid-state
transmitters, often overlooked because
the transmitters run so reliably. Ed
reminds us to check filters on sub-assemblies as well. This includes controllers,
solid-state IPAs or an exciter mounted
inside the transmitter. Ed adds that even

cause serious injury when moving. Ed
suggests having at least one spare for
each assembly so they can be rotated and
cleaned at your convenience.
These small, mesh filters can be
cleaned with avacuum and abrush, then
stored for the next rotation. If you've
inherited apoorly maintained transmitter,
also check the fan blades for dirt buildup,
while the filter is being changed. Dirty
blades also reduce efficiency. A cotton

swab or rag dampened with isopropyl
alcohol should remove the residue.
Of course, ensure all power is removed
before attempting any maintenance on
fans or blowers.
Reach Ed Bukont at ebukont@
msn.com.
* * *
Can you guess what the contraption in

* * *

Fig. 3 does? Think on it and we'll have
the answer later in the column.
** *
Vern Killion, engineering manager at
KRVN(AM/FM) in Nebraska, writes
about the INA217AIP, which is aplug-in
replacement for the obsolete SSM2017.
The SSM2017 is an 8-pin DIP package, used as a low-noise, high-quality

Dale Tucker handles sales for Radio
World, primarily on the West Coast. Dale
is always finding neat companies with
products that make engineer's lives easier.
Recently, he was talking to John
Browne at K-Y Filter. John's company makes what are perhaps the
best filters for dealing with RF in
phone lines, always an issue for a

Fig. 3: Can you guess what this contraption does?

Fig. 2: Dirty fan blades reduce efficiency.

Fig. 1: Keep metal mesh filters clean.
the HD Radio signal generators are filtered and shouldn't be overlooked.
Clogged filters will cause overheating
and eventual thermal shutdown. Many of
the filters used in these assemblies are
metal mesh-type filters, as seen in Fig. 1.
When they're clogged, airflow can be cut
in half.
Cleaning is simple, but do it when the
transmitter and associated assemblies are
off. Even small muffin fan blades can

production.
Vern Killion can be reached at vkillion
@krvn.com.

input amplifier. It's seen in many professional broadcast audio products including
the Comrex HotLine and Orban 9200.
The replacement INA217AIP can be
ordered from Digi-Key at ( 800) 3444539. The part number is 296- 13452-5ND, and the cost is about $5each.
When searching for solid-state
devices, Vem's found that the web site
www.findchips.com is excellent and
faster than Googling for devices still in

broadcast engineer. You can get more
information from the web site; go to
www.ky-filters.com/am.htm.
When you order, tell John you heard
about his company from Radio World's
Workbench column.
Dale Tucker can be reached at
daletucker@surewest.net.
* * *
See AUTO RESET, page 20

New! Dual DigitalEkshil
------e
itiott!
Henry's new dual- mode Digital DA 2X8 can be either a 1X8, or a pair of 1X4s.
Distribute AES/EBU digital audio to 8 locations, with transformer isolation of inputs and outputs.
TWD inputs, for use with one or two digital sources.
• Transformer isolated I/O •

igie

In stock at all Henry Engineering dealers.
626-355-3656

• NO delay or latency
me LEDs confirm signal OK e

Complete specs at

• Built-in AC power supp
i elr

henryeng.corn

DIGITAL D.A. 2X8

DUAL-MODE DIGITAL AUDIO DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

OUTPUTS
14
5-8

www henryeng corn
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Save On 6-Line
SAVE 50%!!
Telephone Switcher AKG Studio Mic —
'
2-Pack Only $ 199!
AKG Perception 100
Rugged All-Purpose Mics

SPECIAL SALE PRICE!
SAVE AN EXTRA $ 100!!

Broadcastirools TS-6
The TeleSwitch 6Call Director offers alow cost, easy-to- use solution
to interface six telephone lines to almost any hybrid. The TS-6is
supplied with one Switch Console and Controller. The units are
interconnected vie CAT-5cable. Robust switches with bright LED
indicators indicate whether aline is ringing, on- hold, busied out,
along with other Functions.The Te'eSwitch 6is adual-bus device,
meaning that cals can be an9wered on the telephone set, while
calls are active on the hybrid Agreat solution when you can't afford
one of those expensive prebuilt pnone systems. Now on sale!!
TS-6

LcnvestPrice

List $ 1,059.00

only $799!

EW!

The new AKG Perception 100
is arugged cardioid condenser
microphone.The 1" diaphragm bring
AKG-quality sound to recording,
live sound and broadcasting. It
features agold-sputtered diaphragm
to prevent shorting to the back
electrode even at extremely high
sound pressure levels, an all-metal
body to help provide rejection
of RF interference so you can use
the microphone near transmitter
stations and along with wireless
mics, and high headroom with minimum distortion
capable of handling sound pressure levels up to 135 dli

"'aids "mixed
Supports BOTH
,Analog and Digital
Sources
Exclusively at BSW!!

10- and 14-Channel Consoles

PERCEPTION-2PKG List $ 398.00

LowestPrice 2for onlyS199!
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The Tascam CD-0IU Pro is aF. ,rores5ionai siouidaoing CD player designed to fit in 1
ki.J, with balanced XLR analog,
TASCAM
RCA analog and digital outputs. This compact professional model will save room in your broadcast equipment rack.
Also available is an affordable unbalanced version - the CD-01U. Both players have an RS-232 control port available for programming with
AMX and Crestron systems. They also feature MP3 playback, 20- second shock protection and pitch controls for flexible performance.
CDO1UPRO w/XLR out List $699.00

"

LowestPrice only $599!

beei 0

CDO1U wo/XLR out List $ 599.00

LowestPrice

ordy $499!

The Arrakis Xtreme mixers are powerful digital audio consoles
that support BOTH analog and digital sources! Designed for longterm reliability, each console features multimillion- operation
switches, Penny & Giles slide faders, and LED illumination for all
switches. Installation is quick and easy with aclamshell design
that flips open, and with strain relieved connectors. Most ICs are
socketed for easy replacement.The console features 3mixing
buses, stereo cue, monitoring for acontrol room and studio, and
apowerful telephone interface for on-air talk shows and off-line
recording. With both 10- and 14-channel models, the X-mixer is
ideal for any size on-air or production application. Call us today
for low sale prices!
X10
X14

List $ 5,495.0C
List $ 6,995.00

Loweithice@bswusa.com
•

FCCA: -
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Field Recording Package!

IThe perfect package for capturing interviews and news reports in the field!
This Package Includes:

E,
EE .soNir

Sennheiser MD46 Interview Mic

I Marantz PMD660 Flash Recorder
Record dozens of hours of MP3 audio on asingle Compact Flash card
(or as high-quality uric ompressedWAV files) and easily transfer to your
computer via USB pon.You can even ed ,t in the unit itself - use simple
cut-and-paste editing or take advantage of non-linear, non-destructive
playlist editing. Up tc q9 virtual Parks let you compare edits, set up
multiple sound bites or provide interview segments of varying durations.
Features: onboard stereo mics foi ion-the-spot recording; two balanced
XLR inputs and stereo iine inputs sip to four hours power on AA batteries.

This cardioid dynamic mic features arugged, all metal body, is very
insensitive to pop and wind noise, and has extended frequency
response and acomfortable feel/balance for easy use.

Sony MDR- 7502 Headphone
The Sony MDR7502 is alightweight, tight, sealed-ear design that
provides excellent isolation and afrequency response of t.° Hz- 16 kft

Cable and Case Complete the Package!

BSW even includes a5ft. XLR mic cable and quality Marantz carrying
bag to protect your recorder. Get in on this great deal today!

LowestPrice@bswusa.com Package Only $759!
You:Eaate $ 239.•4 AND get FREE SHIPPING when you order on the web • Order Item Number: PMD660PKG

Single Rack Space Power Amps

LL

These top selling compact ART linear power amplifiers provides
clean, quiet power with ultra-low noise and distortion. Slim 1RU
with power, clip, signal and protect LEDs; XLR and 1/4" TRS inputs;
fan cooled. SLA1 with 100 watts of power. SLA2 with 200 watts.
SLA1
SLA2

List $ 279.00 .990,
List $ 379.00 .:190

LowestPrice from $199!
Get Your BSW
2006 Source Book
Our annual equipment
source book is available. It has
everything you need to build
quotes, plan your remodel or
just to find that perfect on-air
ID player. Go online and request
your free copy today.

Smine.s.re —

OC. White's ProBoom is the best value in studio
microphone booms. This 41" arm comes complete
with a12" riser for table-top mounting and two
sets of upper springs to accommodate broadcast
mics of all weights and sizes. Lifetime warranty.
Save on the 2- Pack, ONLY $ 149 at BSW!!
PROBOOM-B
Black
$89e
PROBOOM
Beige
439œ
PROBOOM-B2PK Two black sm..

LowestPrice from $
89!

ro e:

•
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Jumpinlimmy James always wanted tabe
on the radio. When he heard about sEtEllite
radio, he hitched aride on the shuttle.
He's still waiting for an audition.

Y

•

Free Shipping on MostWeborders_

Most web orders cwer S189 get FREE grounc si

eAudernagr!ec

Audemat-Aztec
Navigator 100 FM Receiver with GPS
The Navigator 100 is acompact and affordabie FM receiver with
built-in GPS and delivered with aflashcard. It's the perfect tool for
field tests, coverage and modulation analysis. It combines in the
same chassis an RF, modulation, pilot, RDS and DARC monitor.
Amust-have for all engineers. Call for our discount price today.
NAVIGATOR100

List $
6,170.00
•

Lowest Prices on everything at: www.bswusa.co

Same Day Ship

135W stocks ahuge warehouse of prcirots If we Fa' tin stzt, well ship'
safer= lay. Just *deny 7:0-0 PM Eastern fi

2-Pack Boomb
Only $149!

•

t

426-8434

owledgeable Staff

by sales profaliona-s one real- world hr-oadrel aro studio expererke to

LowestPrice, bswus,a.com
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Auto Reset
Continued from page 18

With transmitter sites scattered in so
many directions, it can be areal stretch
to be at multiple sites, especially during storms.
Fig. 3shows one engineer's solution to
tripped breakers. This could save you
from having to drive forever just to throw
acircuit breaker.
I've heard of engineers with mountaintop or desert sites who encounter occasional current surges that trip the high-

time, new problems arise when you
choose to reset the breaker by remote
control and not in person. You really
don't know why the breaker tripped; and
by forcing arestart you could cause further damage to the transmitter.
For that reason the function is unlabeled on the remote control. You won't
have some operator performing multiple
resets in an attempt to get the transmitter
going, making abad situation worse.
Conversely, when one engineer must
maintain multiple sites, he sometimes
has to think creatively. Risky, yes; but
faced with multiple late-night drives to
the transmitter just to reset abreaker, I

Fig. 5: A side view of the reset assembly.
that the quick action of the solenoid
plunger doesn't rip the breaker handle
off. This certainly was thought through.
Like it or not, many engineers have
been forced to resort to such "tricks" to
keep stations running.
John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for more

De La Hunt
Continued from page 4

Fig. 4: The solenoid resets the circuit breaker.
voltage power supply breaker. The breaker
does its job, guarding against the momentary short; but the transmitter won't come
back on until the breaker is reset.
The solenoid assembly connected to
the remote control resets the breaker
remotely, saving along drive.
There are caveats. First, this is not a
factory- approved modification for
Continental or any other transmitter. The
engineer who devised this auto- reset
assumes full responsibility.
Although this approach saves you

can understand the rationale. An engineer can ask for an assistant only so
many times before he realizes it's not
going to happen.
We've all seen engineering kluges.
But I've got to give this engineer —
who will remain nameless — credit for
doing a nice engineering job in putting
the auto-reset together. Everything is
sturdy and well-mounted; even the leads
to the solenoid are shrink-wrapped to
minimize any shock hazard.
The addition of the spring ensures

The Broadcast Master Distributor
of Andrew Corporation's
HELIAX Products

Visit us in Booth 810

Visi

at the 2006 NRB Convention

at

Booth 700

th 2006 NATE Convention

ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC. C BI I

•

Call Toll free at 877 ERI LINE • Visit Online at www.eriinc.com

s
tereo on AM. Ithink at the time of that
debate we had afighting chance to light
up AM again.
It's tough enough for the small AM
broadcasters to make it now. A lot of
owners unfortunately are running them as
just adumping ground. If they happen to
have an FM, they'll concentrate on the
FM, but when it comes to asale, they just
"throw in the AM."
I've hired people who have been with
FM-only operations and they say, "Sell
AM? We never do that."
Ibought an AM station from abig
conglomerate. They were so concerned
about spending any money on that facility, they had it cranked back to 10 percent
modulation so they wouldn't burn out
the tubes! The coverage was about four
miles! We fired up the air compressor,
cleaned everything out, cranked the
modulation up and we had coverage up
to 25 miles.
Everyone in that town even today has
ahell of atime supporting the AM. So
we took alot of our content including
the Vikings and Twins and moved them
over from FM, and everyone's listening
to it again.
Let the AM broadcasters choose asystem they want to choose and let it fly
from there. Don't let the commission ever
choose astandard or say to the AMs that
they can't do this.
Also there's no radio station at local
sunset that should have 6,7 or 8watts.
Every radio station in the U.S. from 6
a.m. to 6p.m. should never operate at less
than 100 watts.
Iwish someone would give Leonard
Kahn afair shake. He's eccentric, but he's
agenius and afriend. Just let his system
be part of the discussion. Don't take on
any standard, let it be part of the whole
show and let the broadcasters themselves
decide. If Iwant to run Leonard's system,
let me. The guy down the block wants to
run Ibiquity, let him. May the best man
win. It'll be the Cam-D.

than 30 years. He is the northeast regional sales manager for Broadcast
Electronics. Reach him at ( 571) 2179386, or jbisset@bdcast.com. Faxed submissions can be sent to (603) 472-4944.
Submissions for this column are encouraged and qualify for SBE recertification
credit. 4,

Q: Would you encourage someone to
get into AM? Doesn't sound like you
would.
De La Hunt: It depends on what
the facility is, the location and whether
or not you can improve it. Anybody
today in asmall market with less than
5kW, preferably 10 kW, doesn't have
aprayer, unless they're an old, old
timer, or they're in North Dakota
where the conductivity is great and
goes forever. Me, if Idon't have power
they won't hear me downtown.
Q: You get emotional talking about
this.
De La Hunt: When the guys went to
the Gulf War the first time — we made a
Valentine to send them. It covered from
one side of the street to the other and
everyone carne down and signed it. Some
guys flew it over the street. We had 1,500
people standing downtown on Valentine's
Day posing with this picture. We worked
on it with the newspaper and the rest of
the community.
When the Twin Towers got hit, we
went on the air and we collected money
to help. We sent $25,000 cash to the
Salvation Army in New York — not the
national, to New York. We did that on
the radio.
Idon't need digital to do that. It's not
going to make my fundraising any better,
it's not going to make my community service any better.
Idon't own these radio stations. Iown
the equipment. I'm afranchise holder of a
license to serve the people of this country.
Broadcasters need to come back to the
idea that they're here to serve. If they
don't want to come back to that, Iguess
they deserve what they get.
Thank God Ilived through the era
when AM was so important and public
service meant everything, and you
actually had to show the commission
how many public service programs
you ran.
Write to Radio World with your
thoughts on this or any article at
radioworld@imaspub.com..

With const-uction strong enough to
handle the weight of aMercedes, the
Mosaic is ready to take on your operators
for drive time—or any_other a , part.

Stands up to Drive Time.
When your listenership is at its peak and your operators are going
full throttle, it's nice to know the Mosaic digital console from Logitek
wilt stand up to heavy use. The Mosaic was designed with extrarugged panels and frame, which lets you relax even if someone
starts getting alittle rambunctious with the board. Its sturdy design,
easy-to- use controls and advanced features ensure the
versatility and operation you need for your facility.

Mosaic

Where art meets technology
The Mosaic is a scalable, flexible control
surface for the Logitek Audio Engine, adigital router
that streamlines your installations and simplifies complex
audio tasks. For more information on Logitek's Console Router
Systems, visit our website or call us today.

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
5622 Edgemoor • Houston, TX 77081 USA
713.664.4470
info@iogitekaudio.com

1.800.231.5870
www.logitekaudiio.com

CD 2005 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

Logitek
Console Router Systems
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Power Protection Starts at the Station
Even Non- Technical Managers Should Understand
Utility Problems Due to Storms, Facility Design
by Paul Kaminski
The phrase "mission critical" usually
describes enterprises or facilities on
which people's lives depend — air traffic
control, air defenses, hospitals, financial
systems.
When disaster or bad weather strikes,
radio can become mission- critical.
People's lives can depend on broadcast
information.
Within abroadcast plant, certain systems always are critical to the station
mission of delivering programming and
commercials. Studios and transmitter
sites need reliable power.

Series

e" rli

weather, power problems become a
public safety issue. It's in a station's
interest to educate its managers in
basics of power protection.
Six degrees of disruption
There are several ways power to a
facility can be disrupted, including blackouts, brownouts, sags, spikes, surges and
noise. Lightning also is amajor disrupter.
Even if it doesn't deliver adirect hit, it
can cause disruptions.
A blackout is acomplete loss of power
and voltage. This can happen when, for
instance, apower grid transmission line
is cut, and the power from the power grid

reIt ,P4IC

ANSI/IEEE standard C62.41-1991 separates atypical lacillty into three
location categones, each characlenzed by drhenng exposure levels. types
of transient wave shapes collage/current levels and by transient source

other internal electrical equipment.
The best example is what happens
when you plug an electric drill into apower strip into which ashop light is connected. When you start the drill, the shop light
flickers because the voltage from the power strip tries to meet the increased demand
from the drill motor, which takes power to
get it started. This is asag.
When the motor overcomes the inertia
of a full stop and runs at full power, it
does not need as much power, or voltage,
to keep it running. The power strip still
provides high power for a short time.
which is not needed. This is aspike.
Using the power strip analogy, a
"surge" can happen if more voltage than
is required comes through the strip. If the
surge or spike power, or voltage, is too
high for too long, the overvoltage could

Surge Supression Solutions

The diagram below illustrates category C.
BA A locations with transient voltage
surge suppression

Cote., eIt, Steen., Elhatrc factory trained representative to asset you ivitti the
evaluabon of your needs

stuns,
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Category C

Category B

Category A

Category C locations are subiect
to heavy externally generated
impulse transents resulleg from
events such as lentrung. power
company grid switchtng. power
system faults severe weather and
neetibonnit facades

Category B locations are subiect lo amature ot externally generated impulse transients and internally
generated swelling and nng wave transients generated by abroad spectnim of load equipment such
as motors, environmental control equipment. manulactunng and office equipment

Category A locate.ns are waned to ahigh
level of switching and nng wave transients
generated from awide vanely cA load
equipment. IncludIng office egurprnent and
commercial and industrial
manufactunng systems

< <

Transient voltage surge suppressors are one form of power protection. This graphic is from
Superior Electric and shows atypical broadcast plant.

Ideally, managers and engineers would
play out the possible scenarios for disruption of power and devise workable strategies to deal with the effects of such scenarios before they happen. Otherwise,
when power problems destroy data and
equipment has to be repaired, replaced,
reconstructed or recovered, station operations and revenue may take ahit.
In the case of a disaster or bad

to the facility goes to zero.
A brownout is adrop in power and voltage. This can happen when demand for
electricity puts such aload on the power
grid system that the amperage and voltage
available are not up to the usual standards.
"Sag," "spike" and "surge" describe
power and voltage problems that happen
because of electrical storms and power
demands from the outside power grid and

fry the filament in the light bulb and it
would fail.
Consider what could happen to equipment connected to asystem that includes
lots of motors, like the electrical motors
that run elevators, furnace and air conditioning systems, electric lights and electric welding machines, etc. Remember:
"Not if, but when."
Electrical "noise" is electromagnetic

interference caused by electrical storms,
and noisy electrical equipment such as
motors or welding equipment, fluorescent lighting and even radio transmitters.
This noise can make your computer lock
up, crash, go off-line, transmit bad data
or become corrupted.
Most radio broadcast equipment
devices now contains microprocessors
that can be negatively affected by power
disruption and noise. It is prudent to protect that equipment and the revenue — or
lifesaving information — it can provide.
Internal affairs
Power problems aren't limited to utility
disruption, according to Gordon
Brownlow, regional sales manager for transient voltage surge suppression devices for
Control Concepts at Liebert Corp., asubsidiary of Emerson Network Power.
"Twenty percent of the power problems we see are utility problems, like
blackouts and brownouts," he said. "The
other 80 percent come from the customer's facility, because of inductive
loads and switching."
Dr. James T. Kennedy, a member of
Lucent Technologies' consulting staff,
said the internal problems "are one of the
two major problems we deal with."
Buildings built before 1980 weren't
wired to accommodate the increase of
electricity used by servers and mini
switchers. Facilities in those buildings,
he said, "have to reengineer from the
ground up, and rewire internally to
increase that capacity."
Kennedy says the first step in devising
upgrades or protection is to perform an
audit of afacility's existing wiring.
"An electrician will use an infrared
device, which measures the heat of the
wiring in the wall when all the devices on
the circuit are in operation. That will indicate whether devices need to go on their
own dedicated circuits. Many devices in
service today require their own dedicated
circuit," he said.
Kennedy stressed the importance of a
proper ground in any installation.
"A water pipe is not agood ground. A
properly installed ground rod ( and system) is key."
So how can you protect your facility?
Brownlow says surge suppression is a
good start. Transient voltage surge suppressors, he said, "work by knocking
See POWER, page 23

OUTDOOR DUMMY LOIN
6600 Series
Convection- Cooled Resistor Loads
Designed for Outdoor Applications
Available in 6kW, 12kW & 20kWPower Ratings
Ideal for HD Applications
No AC Power Required

ALTRONIC RESEARCH INC.
P.O. Box 249 Yellville, Arkansas 72687 870-449-4093 Fax: 870-449-6000
E-mail: altronic@mtnhome.com Web Site: http://www.altronic.com
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Power
Continued from page 22
down or 'clamping' voltage surges in a
matter of milliseconds."
Four-point protection
Think about dumping water into a
strainer. The suppressor acts like that
strainer and strains out the big shock of
the dump of electricity (or surge), but
does not fully stop the flow.
A filter, according to Brownlow,
"works on the voltage that wasn't
clamped by the surge suppressor." Using
the strainer example, consider what happens the strainer is lined with adishcloth.
Not only is the surge controlled, the flow
is controlled to a manageable level. A
manageable level of voltage helps microprocessor equipment and other electrical
equipment run at optimal performance.
Brownlow suggests a four- point
approach to protection for a facility,
starting with the service panel, where
electric power from the grid comes into
your facility; the distribution panel,
where the equipment gets its power;
and end user equipment, such as what
is connected to the distribution panel.
"Don't forget the communication
wires ( RJ-45, RJ-11 and coaxial cable
inputs and outputs), either," he said.
Uninterruptible power supplies can
help moderate effects of power problems.
Off-line UPS systems work when the line
power is interrupted; abattery supplies a
limited amount of power. Line-dependent
UPS systems with rechargeable batteries
are a solution, but Brownlow says they
have limitations.
"Those devices kick in when the
voltage goes out," he said. "They are
battery operated, and each time the
UPS goes on, it makes a charge and
discharge cycle. Those cycles will
catch up with the battery," and the battery eventually will fail.
Brownlow says atrue or "double conversion" UPS acts like its own utility.
"It breaks the circuit twice and
cleans the power. It converts the AC or
power grid power to DC, and that DC
powers an inverter, which provides AC
to the protected device or circuit.
"When the AC (power grid) power is
lost, the true UPS automatically switches to
the on-board DC batteries, which power the
inverter without interruption. The batteries
on true UPS units last much longer."
Kennedy said a true UPS should
have sufficient capacity to cover all the
devices connected to it, with apercentage in reserve.
In many installations, generators are
used to provide backup AC power necessary to'power the facilities. They can
be gasoline, diesel and propane/natural
gas powered units, and can be switched
in manually or automatically, when a
loss of AC power grid power is detected. They can be connected to true UPS
systems for increased reliability.
When the AC power grid power is
interrupted to such asystem, the batteries will continue to supply the inverter
until the generator system comes up to
full power. In theory, this provides the

greatest reliability, because the generator ( assuming it's been maintained
properly), can supply power to the true
UPS inverter for months — certainly
long enough for AC grid power to be
restored without loss of data or broadcast time.
With any enterprise, there is a costbenefit ratio to any investment, power
protection included. The question that
must be answered is this: Is the dollar
value for replacement of equipment
damaged by power problems, and the
dollar value of labor spent in remediation of the ancillary problems caused
by that damage, less than the cost of
power protection?
Paul Kaminski is a news director for
the Motor Sports Radio Network E-mail
him at motorsportsradio@msrpk.com.

(.......) Column: The Big Picture
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Expenence: 31 years in broadcasting, audio, music, computer
and publishing industries
Certifications and industry honors: Member SMPTE, SBE, AES:
former chair of AES D.C. chapter; winner of AES Board of
Governors Award; winner Public Radio Regional Organizations'
PRRO Award
Mentors/heroes: Don Davis; Ed Greene: Neil Muncy; William Zinsser; Nick Negroponte; Bill Gates
Quote to live by: Our generation will always speak digital with an accent."
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Like Skip Pizzi. Just one more reason we're the newspaper for radio managers and engineers.

HD RADIO'?
I'M GOING WITH
MOSELEY.
My challenge is to make the right SIL
choice for today, as well as for tomorrow.
With Moseley, it's no problem.
Check out their Starlink SL9003Q2SLAN, the first SIL to provide AES digital
audio and Ethernet data over the traditional
950 MHz band.

extension and serial
data link to a new
or existing STL with
the license-free 900
MHz Lanlink 900D.
For Ti lines or
license-free 5.8 GHz
links, the Stank*

al Tools a Supplies
ft -Triplett -

Te: 407-656-3719 Fax; 401656-5474
www.SystenfaStore.com

MORE

.....1111•11111r-

SL9003T1 STIJTSL
transports bi-directional AES digital audio, Ethernet LAN
extension, remote control, and telephones.
Your best connection to the future is
asmart SIL choice today. Take it from
me, Moseley will insure that your station
is ready for HD Radioni and the new digital
services of tomorrow.
Give the digital SIL experts at Moseley
acall for more details.

Moseley
Dave Chancey .... 805 968 9621
Bill Gould

Your Onlinx

ABM.

Or add abi-directional Ethernet LAN

978 373 6303

www.moseleysb.corn

Gepco - Krone
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Who's Buying
,
What?

Clithero is general manager. SAS is providing consoles and Creative Studio
Solutions is handling integration....
The Canadian Broadcast Corp. purchased V-Soft Communications' allocation software package. The supplier said
the software will be used by CBC for
AM allocations analysis. ...

Audio Vault.
Separately, BE said it responded to a
request from the Pakistani government
and shipped an FM transmitter to help
serve people hurt by an earthquake in
October. BE said it is donating the 1kW
Plug N Play 1000, to be used by the
Volunteer Radio Service in Neelam

groupwide HD Radio deal with Buckley
Broadcasting. The owner named Harris
its digital transmission preferred vendor
in a deal that covers four years and
involves provision of transmitters,
Flexstar products and Dexstar exciters for
10 FMs and nine AMs.
Separately, Harris said its Intraplex

Who's Buying What information is
provided by suppliers and users. Send
information
and
photos
to
radioworld@ irnaspub.com.
Noncommercial WFUV(FM) moved
into abroadcast center in Keating Hall
on Fordham University's Rose Hill
campus in New York. Station officials
said the studio and production facility
include new control rooms, an expanded performance studio, interview studios, voiceover booths and workstations. The GM is Ralph Jennings;
George Evans, director of technical
operations, supervised the transition.
WFUV also is erecting a tower atop a
medical center in the Bronx, which it
hopes will double its signal reach from
7million to 14 million people. ...
Fisher Radio-Seattle ordered aNautel
XR12 for KVI(AM). The chief engineer is
Kelly Alford. Rob Dunlop is radio GM in
Seattle. Walt Lowery of RF Specialties of
Washington handled the sale....
Omnirax closed adeal for seven rooms
of cabinetry with Pamplin Broadcasting
for KPAM(AM) in Portland, Ore. The
group is moving facilities to Milwaukie,
Ore. Dave Bischoff is chief engineer, Paul

Bob Holcomb, Fisher Radio transmitter supervisor, with
KVI's Nautel XR12, the first XR Series transmitter
in that market.

WHUR(FM) at Howard University
expanded its Broadcast Electronics
AudioVault system with new audio cards,
new studio workstations and an upgrade
of storage to more than aterabyte. New
Digigram audio cards are also part of the
project. Jim Watkins is GM. Criss Onan
is BE Northeast Representative for
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Published six times ayear, this " deep tech" version of Radio World is pure
technology, with articles written by engineers for engineers—edited by an
engineer active in the industry. White papers, in-depth engineering session
coverage, technical op-ed and analysis articles— if it's important to radio

Sign up now for your

subscription at:

http://www.rwonline.com/eng-extra
Even if you are aRadio World subscriber, you must sign up to receive RW-EE.

Valley. Naeem Mirza of Engineering
Systems & Services in Islamabad
planned to install it....
Prism Sound said console maker Solid
State Logic took delivery of its 1lth
dScope Series III audio test and measurement tool. The unit will be used to test the
new X- Rack Dynamics Package and
XLogic E Signature Channel. ...
Harris Broadcast said it has won a

SynchroCast Digital Multiplexer is being
used by Skai Radio Group, which owns
stations in Athens, acity that sits among
three mountains. The system allows the
group to ring the market with synchronized transmitters and signal frequency
boosters.
Harris said Sandusky Radio chose it to
provide digital transmitters for three Seattle
See WBW, page 25

KVOD Uses Exgine
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engineers, you'll find it in Radio World Engineering Extra.

Rudy Agus, chief engineer for Hi-Favor Broadcasting, and
KSDO's Axia SmartSurface. Axia Studio Engine and Router
Selector appear in the rack.

Colorado Public Radio officials said Denver flagship KVOD(FM) was the first to
broadcast Exgine technology using Ibiquity Corp. Generation 3 technology with a
new Harris FlexStar HDX-FM exciter.
Exgine lets FM stations place the audio codee, multiplex function and AAS data
equipment related to multicasting at the studio rather than the transmitter.
The multiple outputs of the exciter enable KVOD to use separate ports to send the
digital signal to the digital transmitter, and the analog signal to the analog transmitter. KVOD uses its digital transmitter as backup, allowing the station to assign both
analog and digital signals to its digital transmitter in the event of an analog transmitter failure.

The photo was taken atop Lookout Mountain in Denver. From left: George
Cabrera, Harris lead design engineer on FlexStar; Allen Stewart, director of RF engineering for CPR; and Gary Liebisch, Harris product line engineer. The equipment
rack shows the Flexstar HDX-FM on top, the older Dexstar exciter and an Intraplex
HD STL Plus. Robert Hensler is CPR's vice president of engineering.
The HD Radio portion of the broadcast is sent over aunidirectional protocol IP
LAN extension card, while the analog is on aconventional Intraplex audio card, both
on the same Ti line.
KVOD also began multicasting its AM station's NPR news/talk KCFR on HD
Channel 2.
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FMs. The transmitters are included in
turnkey packages that include Intraplex
STL HD Plus systems, antenna systems, transmission line and processing
equipment.
And Harris said three Brazilian
broadcasters chose it as the digital
transmission vendor for their HD
Radio launches.....
Univision Radio installed a
Wheatstone Digital Audio and Control
network purchased from distributor
SCMS for use in San Diego. The system includes two Generation 4-20 control surfaces, three Satellite cages and
a Bridge router linking two floors of
the building.
Separately, Wheatstone said Radio One
station WHAT(FM) in Atlanta was to
receive five Generation 4 16-fader control
surfaces, four Generation 4 eight-fader
surfaces and one TOC Hub router.
Entercom Greenville ordered apackage
from SCMS for astudio project including
aWheatstone D-4000, D70 Expansion,
Bridge router system, prewiring and studio furniture. And ABC Radio
Operations/Washington purchased a
Wheatstone Generation 3 fader control
surface along with one DSP-2001ND.
Wegener Corp. said it won a multimillion-dollar order from Jones Radio
Networks to supply an Audio iPump
Solution to replace its distribution equipment. The order includes an iPump 6420
Media Server, a MediaPlan Content
Management System, aCompel Network
Control System and Unity 4600 Satellite
Media Receivers. JRN will augment a
linear audio network with the store-forward technology....
Radio Notre Dame, aCatholic radio
station in Paris, upgraded its audio
facilities, installing a new Studer
OnAir 3000 digital audio broadcast
console....
Hi-Favor Broadcasting's KSDO(AM)
in San Diego installed an Axia Livewire
Audio Network based around Axia's
SmartSurface controller. The chief engineer is Rudy Agus.
Envision Radio Networks added
WAAF(FM) in Boston as an affiliate to
Guest Services, Envision's guest booking
service.
SAS detailed recent projects including a studio facility for Air America
Radio in New York, which includes a
32KD Digital Audio Mixer/Router and
three Rubicon Console Control
Surfaces; expansion of a Rubicon
installation at Clear Channel's
WHTZ(FM) in New York to one
32KD and four Rubicons; a 32KD,
Rubicon and RioLink for Clear
Channel's WKTU(FM), also in New
York; and a new studio facility for
Infinity's
WOGL(FM)
and
WPHT(AM) in Philadelphia, including two SAS 32KD, eight Rubicons
and eleven RIOLinks.
Also at SAS were a studio renovation for Infinity's WVEE(FM) and
WZGC(FM) in Atlanta; a new studio
facility
for
WARW(FM)
in
Washington;
and
projects
for
Bonneville stations in Chicago and
San Francisco; Westwood One; Radio
One in Raleigh, N.C.; Greater Media
in Boston; and Pamal Broadcasting in
Florida and New York..
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First Use of
Comrex BRIC
Cumulus station WFAS(FM) in Westchester,
N.Y., aired the first live broadcast delivered via
aComrex BRIC/IP Codec in the fall, using the
wireless Verizon EVDO network.
BRIC is the company's "Broadcast Reliable
Internet Codee" technology, which is implemented into its new Access codec. The supplier says it
is the first codec to deliver reliable wideband
audio over IP networks in real time.
Morning host Jay Michaels, left, and engineer Randy Shull are shown.
Audio from the remote was posted
on the Comrex Web site at www.comrex.com.

We're changing the face
of RADIO ENGINEERING...
Imagine an incredibly intelligent diagnostics solution that monitors your station 24 hours aday,
so if an unexpected problem arises, you already know about it. Even if you're not at work. Our
one-of-a-kind Diagnostics Solution alerts you in advance (using activity thresholds defined by you)
should your on-air system exhibit apotential problem. Its the ideal add-on to your new or existing
Scott Studios or Maestro digital automation system.
dMarc's Diagnostics knows which activities are normal and which
are not, and it knows when and how to send alerts to just the right
people. Prevent serious malfunctions, partial shutdowns or even
dead air. All this from asingle, easy-to-use Management Cogscle so
flexible it can monitor asingle station or an entire network.

The price is right too. ( Free!) Call or email us for detals on how
this critical diagnostics solution can be yours without investing a
single dime. Our Quick Response Email Hotline is
diagnosticsedmarc.net or call Toll Free 888-438-7268.

...ONE STICK at atime.
Ph. Toll Free

888-438-7268

Scat See,aitte

E-mail:

dia gnostics@dMarc. net

earc

Maestro

INNOVATION
THROUGH AUTOMATION

Scott Studios and Maestro are Product Unes of dMarc

www.dmarc.net
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AM Antenna Solutions

raduga automation

{_BA Technology . Inc is your
proven supplier of innovative
digital- ready AM antenna systems
Our products include tuning units
phasing systems multiplexers. AM
wireless isolation systems and
components for every power level

RF Components

LBA Tunipolen"
Folded Unipoie Systems

am
r

Automate Your Station in Minutes
...No Degree Required
NEW! Just Released v3.8.7
•Extremely Easy To Use Et Understand
•For AU Stations, AU Formats
•Schedule Spots, ID's, Build Rotations

We help hundreds of broadcasters
in the USA and worldwide to --

•Plays All Audio File Formats
•Complete Automation Systems Available
•AirList Music Scheduling Software Only $259

Reach further cAtt
tefe

•Music Libraries Available

sound better!

...Dtd we mention FREE SUPPORT

Raduga Software
Diplexer, Triplexer and
Phasor Systems

LBA Technology, Inc.

Vacuum Capacitors

3400 Tupper Drive Greenville NC 27834
800-522-4464 252-757-0279 / Fax 252-752-9155 , Email Lbatech@Lbagrc,ip coro

o

ro°

Lbagrc.ic cc—

•

Low as S149* Buyout

Download your FREE Demo Today
www. raduga.net/rw.htm
(513) 887.0714

LBA
Since 1963

EAS

Equipment is in stock for

GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.

Phone 740-593-3150

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701

FAX 740-592-3898

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service

immediate delivery!

Price $ 1750.00

TheShort/c

ENCODER DECODER FCC O «MASI

• 5two- x‘ ay RS-232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote signboard 8t character generator

AGC-A oNetwork-MarkersZoom-Import/Export MP3

• I%

•

wr

oleo%
tes_kileama.

Available at your
broadcast distributor
206 842 5202 x203
www.audionlabs.com

•6audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs
are transformer isolated from encoder-decoder board

• 2year warranty

•Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended
operation

• 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer

• 2minutes of digital audio storage
• 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
equipment by removable plugs

• 4line 40 character LCD display with LEI) backlighting
• 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set
input levels
• Will handshake with automation equipment

•BNC fitting with 600ohm balanced audio out
for second transmitter
Pmg@gorman-redlich.com Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.con
dFM digitally

weather radi
tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, character generators.

COMPLETE CONTROL WHEREVER YOU ARE

liTEK

RELAX- YOUR SYSTEMS ARE IN GOOD HANDS

FM

System downtime costs you money. But however
far you are from your transmitter or studio, you
can stay in control with the Davicom MAC
telemetry system from Comlab. It remotely
monitors and controls your equipment giving you
complete confidence in the integrity of your
transmissions.
And if things do go wrong, you and your engineers

•Reduce Costs
•Remotely manage
your assets
•Flexible monitoring
•Rapid failure
identification
•Alarms via IP/phone
fax/email
•Totally Scaleable

Broadcast
Solid State
Power
Amplifiers
& Transmitters

will know about it immediately, meaning reduced
costs and maximum efficiency.
In the USA contact

YOU KNOW WE KNOW RADIO.

t: 800/ 438-6040
f: 704/ 889-4540
WWW.SCIT1SIDC.COM

In Canada contact

davicom
t418/ 682-3380
f: 418/ 682-8996
www.davicom.com

For full details see our web site
www.ptekpowereom or Call
408-448-3342
Fax 408649email pteksalesgptekpow
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HD Radio Branding Hits Listeners
by Timothy Kimbte
More radio stations, it seems, are starting to tell the story of their HD Radio
capabilities. AM stations, like Beasley
Broadcast Group's WAEC and WWWE
in Atlanta, are touting the cleaner signal
of digital. Some FM stations are promoting added program streams.

are hearing on the air about HD Radio
capabilities; copy is provided by the
stations:
"WVTF is now broadcasting in the
all- new digital format, called HD
Radio, in Charlottesville. Soon, we'll
offer HD Radio in other communities
as well. A special HD Radio receiver is

course, it's free." — WCSX(FM),
Greater Media, Detroit
"We're glad you're here at More
Magic HD, aplace where you can relax
and unwind. We feature ' Office Magic'
every workday until 7 p.m. ' More
Magic' is a soft adult contemporary
format, consisting of amix of ' 70's and

Logo for WMGC Detroit
Magic is a classical companion when
you're looking for an escape from the
ordinary radio dial. Familiar works and
great performances are presented without interruption. Whether it's Mozart,
Vivaldi, Bach or Gershwin, you'll find
that you'll recognize these melodies."
— WMGC(FM), Greater Media,
Detroit
"The left brain appreciates the leading-edge digital technology. Your right
brain just thinks it sounds cool. This is
WRAL-HD2" — WRAL(FM), Capitol
Broadcasting, Raleigh, N. C.

Greater Media's WCSX in Detroit includes the HD Radio logo on its vehicle.
Chris
Edmonds,
manager
at
WAEC/WWWE, hopes to attract listeners with abetter sound quality. "At this
point, people still need to be informed
about HD Radio. We anticipate that in
the near future, HD Radio will become
a significant factor in programming as
well as listenership," Edmonds said.

required to hear our new digital signals.
And the big advantage is you can now
hear our all news and talk service,

'80s icons, plus standards from artists
like Harry Connick Jr. and Diana Krall.
We'll also add a touch of Broadway

'Deep Trax features the lesser-heard gems from
deep within the classic albums. 'CSX Deep Trax
delivers enormous variety with virtually no
repetition and even fewer interruptions than
you thought possible.'

The future of radio, broadcast

TODAY!

Logo fdr WRAL-HD2 in Raleigh, N.C.
Glenn Gleixner, manager of
WVTF(FM) in Roanoke, Va., uses his
main signal to promote the availability
of the public station's additional talk
stream, Radio IQ.
"Radio IQ was started with adonated AM station. HD will give us the
ability to offer full coverage of our
area," Gleixner said.
Here is a sampling of what listeners

r
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Radio IQ, wherever you hear WVTF,
on either 88.5 or 89.3 FM. For more
information about HD Radio visit our
Web site at WVTF-dot-org." —
WVTF(FM), Virginia Tech University,
Roanoke, Va.
"WCSX is harnessing the power of
HD Radio, providing you the highest
fidelity ever available and even more
choices. ' Deep Trax,' our HD- 2 programming, is inspired by ' CSX Classic
Rock A to Z. 'Deep Trax' features the
lesser-heard gems from deep within the
classic albums. ' CSX ' Deep Trax'
delivers enormous variety with virtually no repetition and even fewer interruptions than you thought possible. It's
a great Classic Rock listening experience. ' CSX ' Deep Trax.' And, of

such as hits from Phantom of the Opera
and jazz favorites from George Benson
and Kenny G. Every single night, More

"Beasley Broadcasting has launched
a brand-new HD- 2 radio station in
South Florida called Gretchen
99.9...modeling a ' new attitude'
of country inspired by Gretchen Wilson
and other musical rebels. From
Toby Keith, Hank Williams, Jr..
Lynyrd Skynyrd, Charlie Daniels,
Montgomery- Gentry, Travis Tritt,
Waylon Jennings, Tanya Tucker, The
Allman Brothers, Gretchen Wilson and
others ... Gretchen 99.9 mixes today's
cutting edge, rebellious country with
music from the ' outlaws,' southernrockers, along with 30 years of genrestretching risk-takers to merge a country heart with a rock- n-roll soul." —
WKIS(FM), Beasley Broadcast Group,
Miami
Is your station promoting HD Radio
on the air? How about multicasting?
Send us your promotional copy or artwork and we'll share it with readers.
Write to radioworld@imaspub.com.•

Product ShowcaseliMill
Model CAS- 1 Con/Air SwIteher
• eliminates delay from studio headphone monitor
• immediate warning on air signal failure
• adjustable EQ and compression of monitor audio
• air signal is not alteren in any way
• balanced audio inputs and output
• optional rack mount panel available

«II

Sine Systems ,

615.228 3500
morr

,,,,,,

www.sunesystems.corn .
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Armstrong Williams for broadcast
appearances supporting the No Child
Left Behind Act. After an e-mail campaign organized by the advocacy group
Free Press and strong statements by FCC
tions about what radio broadcasters can
Commissioner Jonathan Adelstein, thendo to protect themselves.
FCC Chairman Michael Powell
announced an investigation into the
What's the law?
Armstrong Williams matter, as well as
The Communications Act generally
into allegations reported in the New York
requires that when money or other valuable consideration has been paid to a Times regarding undisclosed "pay-forplay" at a Buffalo- area radio station.
broadcast station for the airing of proBoth those investigations remain pending
gram material, the station must, at the
at the FCC.
time of the airing, disclose that fact and
Shortly thereafter, press and conidentify who made the payment or progressional attention focused on the
vided the consideration.
related use of so-called Video News
To ensure that stations have the necesReleases. These are prepackaged news
sary information to make these disclostories prepared by government agensures, the Act also requires not only stacies or businesses with actors playing
tion employees, but others involved in the
reporters and provided to broadcast and
production or preparation of broadcast
cable stations to be aired as if they
material, to disclose such arrangements
were real news stories. Not all Video
up the production and distribution chain.
News Releases disclose their source. In
Failure by the payor or recipient to disApril, again prompted in part by aFree
close such payments or arrangements is
Press filing, the FCC responded by
commonly referred to as " payola."
issuing a public notice reminding
Payola is afederal crime and violations
broadcasters and cable operators of
have sometimes led to convictions in fedtheir disclosure obligations in this coneral court.
text and threatening enforcement action
A broadcast station must make an
where appropriate.
appropriate sponsorship identification
In June, Free Press submitted another
announcement whenever it receives a
filing to the FCC — this time calling to
report of consideration, even if the station
the commission's attention examples of
itself did not receive the payment. In
situations where people paid to promote
addition, a broadcaster must exercise
products and corporate brands appear on
"reasonable diligence" to find out about
broadcast stations in the role of on-air
any such payments from those with
experts, without any disclosure. The
whom it deals directly.
commission issued apayola fact sheet for
Above and beyond the requirements of
consumers, and Adelstein encouraged
the statute, the FCC has required that,
viewers and listeners to catch and report
even when no payment or consideration
to anyone in the chain is involved, a payola violations, analogous to a
"Neighborhood Watch" program.
broadcaster must identify the sponsor of
Then, in July, New York Attorney
programming involving a "controversial
General Eliot Spitzer announced a $ 10
issue of public importance."
million settlement with Sony BMG
Although cable operators are not covinvolving "pay-for-play"-related issues
ered in the statute, the FCC has applied
under state law. Adelstein again urged
the same disclosure and diligence
strong FCC enforcement, saying that he
requirements to them for programming
believed "this payola scandal may reprethey originate themselves.
sent the most widespread and flagrant
violation of any FCC rules in the history
What's the buzz?
of American broadcasting."
In January of last year, the press began
See PAYOLA, page 29
reporting about undisclosed payments to

Avoid the Radio Payola Police
Child Left Behind Act ended with New
York Attorney General Eliot Spitzer
entering into his second "pay-for-play"
settlement agreement with a record
company — this one with Warner
Music Group for $5million.
The FCC has entered into the fray
and announced several investigations.
Radio broadcasters should be focused
on ensuring that their stations have policies and procedures in place to avoid
getting entangled in a payola scandal
that could result, at the very least, in
monetary penalties.
This article provides background
about payola and broadcasters' sponsorship identification obligations, summarizes recent events and provides sugges-

by David H. Solomon
The author is a partner in the
Washington law firm of Wilkinson Barker
Knauer, LLP, and a contributor to Radio
World. From November 1999 to May
2005 he served as the first chief of the
FCC Enforcement Bureau; he was FCC
deputy general counsel from 1994-99.
During 2005, the issue of payola
received more public attention than at
any time since the " pay- for- play"
record scandals of the late 1950s. A
year that began with controversy over
the Department of Education's undisclosed payments to Armstrong
Williams for on-air support of the No

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES
WISHFUL THINKING

ATTENTION
PROVIDERS!
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Promote your services to
Radio World% readers. Reach
exclusive
Radio Station and Recording Studio
owners/managers and engineers
with your message.

call

For information on
affordable advertising
Claudia at 1-703-998-7600,
ext. 154.
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rOUR BILLING....
...but market-
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Fully produced : 30's/:60's,
ready to pitch, sell, and air!
Visit our website to hear free samples!
Or call us toll-free ... 1
-888 -472 -2388
•gracebroadrast.com

The Ultimate IITR Machine!
Generate Non- Traditional Revenue for your station
with atelephone time & temperature system

C. Easy Installation
tAffordable Lease — No costly equipment to buy
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t Daily Remote Support
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wWW.timeandtemp.net

Rh IInc. 800.860.5701

Demo Line 919.362.1117
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Attention: Christian Broadcasters!

Run your own programming on 96.9 WBLQ which reaches S.W. RI and
S.E. CT radio and around the world on the internet at
www.wblqfm.com The local area reaches some of the country's top
attractions including the Atlantic beaches, Foxwoods & Mohegan Sun
Casinos. We call this new programming " Light the Night" where for
seven days aweek, you can literally light the night with your Christian
programming. Minimum 13 weeks commitment per contract - 1st
come- 1tserve basis. Price: $ 25 for 1-half hour block; $ 50 for 1-hour
block of programming time. You may produce your program on CD or
cassette. You will also receive 10 promotional 30 sec announcements
to run during the week.
For more information, call Station Manager Chris DiPaola at 401-559-4619.
.

Get Your Rate. Get the Business.
(Rate cutting isn't creative. Packaging and selling our features is.)
Let your competition cut their rates while YOU set the standard for sales and
creativity in your market. We can help you do that. Visit our website for demos
and information on timely featurettes and campaigns, that you can sell without resorting to rate-cutting. Winter Safety Tips, Don't Drink & Drive messages, Black History Month salutes, FFA Week (2/18-25) salutes, Valentine's
Day vignettes and more will boost your advertisers' businesses - and your own!
,
ç

GRACE BROADCAST SALES
Sound Ideas for Building Busi
ness "

(b
Ic.t Ion.' (' all u, toll- free ( 888) 472-2388.
www.gracebroadcast.com

Radio KOL Airs From Disney World
Radio KOL aired for aweek from Walt Disney World recently. The program is
carried on KOL Service for Kids, which is aversion of AOL designed for children.
Host Rick Adams did the remote the week of Dec. 12. He is a former
Nickelodeon and Children's BBC talent.
America Online positions the webcast program as "exclusive content from
industry-leading kids brands and all-new original programming," and promotes its
parental controls to assure asafe online experience. The company says the program
has more than 1million weekly listeners and viewers and that Adams has received
8million IM messages in the two years since the show launched.
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Payola
Continued from page 28

Chairman Martin promptly announced
an FCC investigation and also supported enforcement where warranted:
"Broadcasters must comply with these
rules. The commission will not tolerate
non-compliance. While payola may not
be a widespread practice in the broadcasting industry, to the extent it is going
on, it must stop. ... If the Bureau determines violations of the payola rules
have occurred, the commission will take
swift action." Following the $5 million
Warner Music Group settlement in
November, the commission indicated
that it would investigate the underlying
facts there as well.
Both the Sony BMG and Warner
Music Group settlements include anumber of strict behavioral limitations on the
record companies' interactions with radio
stations. Attorney General Spitzer is also
investigating major radio licensees.
In November, U.S. Senator Russ
Feingold, D-Wis., introduced legislation to strengthen the anti- payola
statute. The legislation would, among
other things, require broadcast
licensees and their employees and
affiliates who receive any money, services or other consideration, directly
or indirectly, from a record company,
recording artist, concert promoter,
music promoter, or music publisher
(or an agent or representative thereof)
to disclose that fact to the FCC and to

:
r

FP,ro

the public each month. The commission could make an exception for nominal transactions and certain paid
broadcasting.
The monthly disclosure would also
have to include alist of songs and musical recordings aired during the period,
indicating the artist, record label and
number of times the station aired the
song. In addition, all station transactions
with the entities listed above would have
to be reduced to writing, with copies
retained by the licensee.
Finally, in late December, after a
Washington Post article on the subject,
Commissioner Adelstein called for an
investigation regarding television station charity drives co- sponsored by
advertisers that also get mentioned in
the station's news coverage of the charity drive.
What can stations do?
Licensees should ensure they have a
payola/sponsorship ID compliance plan.
The details of the plan should be developed with the licensee's attorneys. In the
pay-for-play context, the compliance plan
should include such elements as the following:
V Clear station policies regarding when
gifts or other consideration may be
accepted by station employees or the station itself and when they must be
approved in advance or at least reported
to station management. These station
policies should be clear that any such
permissible gifts or other consideration
may never relate to air time (or must be

Interne
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disclosed if they are).

mit stations to track compliance.

✓ Clear station policies regarding
acceptance of items by station employees or the station itself for contests and
giveaways, and appearances or performances at station- sponsored events and
when they must be approved in advance
or at least reported to station management. These station policies should be
clear that any such permissible items,
appearances or performances may never relate to air time ( or must be disclosed if they are).

V Periodic station audits to ensure compliance.

✓ Clear station policies regarding
arrangements with independent record
promoters, to the extent stations still have
such arrangements.
✓ Compliance training for new employees and periodic compliance training for
existing employees (or others involved in
making programming decisions) regarding the law and station policies.
✓ Periodic affidavits from employees
and others involved in making programming decisions. Stations may also wish
to get information about employees' outside business interests.
✓ Appropriate affidavits or certifications
of compliance in contracts with record
companies, program syndicators, time
brokers and other program providers (and
their employees).
✓ Imposition and maintenance of appropriate recordkeeping requirements to per-

VDisciplinary action against violators.
The key here is don't play dumb —
stations should keep their eyes and ears
open and take additional steps to keep
any problems from arising and to deal
with them if they do arise.
Conclusion
The FCC took its most recent FCC
payola/sponsorship ID enforcement
action more than five years ago, when
it issued two related $4,000 proposed
forfeitures, which the licensee promptly paid.
The landscape has changed considerably since then. Payola has received
much public attention, both in the payfor-play context and in other contexts
as well. Moreover, indecency enforcement — and all its surrounding political controversy — has pushed broadcast penalties much higher. As the
commission considers new potential
enforcement action in the payola/sponsorship ID area, we may see significantly higher penalties there as well.
Broadcasters would be well advised
to ensure that they have up-to-date
compliance plans addressing payola
and sponsorship identification that are
closely followed in practice. Otherwise,
they could get whacked, not only with
bad publicity but with high monetary
penalties as well.
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Cluttered Desks and Cluttered Minds
tion has created Met' e paper, not less,
because we often print out important e- .
mails and attachments. E-mail ,also 4ms.
nÂmew-itiaggirix‘eiz -ewe storaper increased *elated talbe organized Naas. •
people expect answers in hours ior minpaper on this desk—lg.-as 4ong:nettáboody
utes, not days, so yoeve got to be able. to
moves anything," apromotion »director
get your -hands onmaterials at any given
. remarked to me notiong ago. .
you're one of the rare -breed with-a moment. And even'' we don't print our
electronic communication, we must con• photographic memory and -can retrieve
sider storage issues.
• a particular piece of paper or folder
from a disorganized desk, good for
you. If you are like the rest of us, you
Touch it once
Let's get organized for the rest of this
only kid yourself about this magic ability to find things in instant.
year while it still feels somewhat new.
Manila file folders are still the most
Let's face it: Electronic communicaSome people can keep piles of paper
and endless stacks :aquiduninniusir desks
_and yet benrganined.

Pronto Power

efficient way to keep paper organized. .
linfodanntely, rimy people don't keep .
essooglinfattenchnodycirfilenhingsmwayAs WOO »S you-touch apiece.of paper;
deal with it in some-form. If you'se going
to need itiater, put it -in afoldetilabeethe
folder and file Ihe -fader .
2914y
meas..silly, make anote on your task list or.calendar to deal with the file later.
If the paper is infounational and requires
no further action, file it away or toss it in
the trash. If you feel you're going to need it
for along time and you have ascanner on
your desk, take another moment to scan the
paper and file it electronically.
You should use the same basic filing
system for electronic information as you
do with paper, so you can more easily
recall how you labeled something. If you
don't have afile cabinet system in your
e-mail program, create one so that you
can move e-mails into those category
folders.
Do not save sound files or big graphic
files in your e-mail program unless you
have been granted unlimited storage
space by the Lords of IT. Instead, transfer
those to your network or hard drive in
another folder.
For those who prefer to not secondguess about how they may have labeled
an electronic file afew months ago, several wonderful free programs can perform asearch instantly.
My favorite electronic search system is
Google Desktop. A note of disclosure: I
have no Google stock — and I'm sick
about it. Those guys are freakin' geniuses. Their desktop solution indexes every
file and folder on your computer in the
background so that when you do a "desktop search" it works on your hard drive
like it does on the Web. All you do is

by Mark Lapidus

Big Rat Seen
in Hospital
Mascot Rocky visited area pediatric wards for Greater Media's
WRAT(FM) in Lake Como, N.J.
dressed as " Santa Rat" to deliver
stuffed animals, puzzles and games.

Barnes & Noble contributed gifts.
Doug Sjonvall is promotions director
of the station.

See ORGANIZE, page 31
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EXCITERS/TRANSMITTERS
w/stereo generator & audio limiter,
field programmable FSK ID keyer, all built-in!

Radio World's Product & Services Showcase
pages are agreat place to promote your business.
To advertise contact:
mum
Eastern United States:
John Casey 330-342-8361
iticasey@comnuserve.com
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Twist' Aims at Gay
Listeners
Wilderness Media and Entertainment
is promoting "Twist," which it believes is
the first syndicated national commercial
radio brand aimed at the gay audience.
The company, run by President Matt
Farber, said initial affiliate deals for the

Radio World

GM JOURNAL
music company and MTV executive; he
began his career in radio with stints
including WAVA(FM) in Washington and
WAPW(FM) in Atlanta.
The show hosts are Dennis Hensley,
Will Wilde and Melissa Carter. The program uses a morning show format and
will include "music, celebrity interviews
and entertainment reports, along with
relationship and lifestyle experts, advice
and news." Features will include acountdown of the week's top five songs as

communicate with an increasingly
mobile audience.
"Outbound mobile text messaging can
be an uncontrolled expense for radio,"
Managing Partner Paul Sullivan says in
the company's promotional material.
"Furthermore, the typical one-way text
blasts do not create adialogue with the
listener."
The Seattle-based company says the
product puts the audience in contact with
on-air staff "and the listeners happily foot
the bill" at 30 cents per mobile message.
For every message received from the
listener, MobileMatic client stations
receive an instant auto reply message and
earn an outbound message to send at a
time of their choosing. Local advertiser
messages can ride outbound messages.
For information contact the company
in Washington state at (206) 772-7200 or
visit www.mobilematic.com.

RadioNews Corp.
Offers Features

Dennis Hensley, Melissa Carter and Will VVikle
weekly program were signed with ABC's
WPLJ(FM) in New York, Clear Channel's
KYSR(FM) in Los Angeles, Infinity station KLLC(FM) in San Francisco and
Susquehanna station WWWQ(FM) in
Atlanta. The company subsequently
signed affiliates in Houston, Seattle and
Washington. Most are airing the program
Saturday or Sunday evenings at 8 or 10
p.m. It's also on AOL Radio.
The syndicator believes 15 million
U.S. adults consider themselves in the
LGBT demographic. Matt Farber is
founder of MTV Networks' gay and lesbian channel LOGO and is a former

selected by listeners and ahighlight segment on a U.S. city including " mustsees" for gay visitors.
For information contact the company
in New York at (212) 591-0193 or visit
www.wildernessmedia.com.

Radio and the
'Language of Text'
Wirecutter Technologies released an
updated version of MobileMatic, a textmessaging tool it says lets stations better

RadioNews Corp. launched amarketing
tool for radio advertisers that provides
sponsorable 30-second features in categories like sports, entertainment, news and
technology. Marketing firm Interep is the
vendor for RadioNews Corp.
The service is a "customized news feature" designed to enhance brand awareness. Each prerecorded feature is updated
weekly and formatted with afive-second
open for station branding and/or sponsor
mention and : 20 of content plus aclose
for sponsor mention.
The news feature is intended to be
combined with an advertiser's 30-second
commercial to occupy a60-second slot.
Dan Sanders founded the company; he is
also regional director of Interep's Kansas
City office.
For information call (913) 677-4000
in Missouri or visit www.radionews
corp.com.

Products & Services
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Organize
Continued from page 30

enter a few keywords like "budget"
"2006" — and all the files, folders and
pictures that contain those words will
appear on your screen in seconds.
Google Desktop even searches all
e-mail you've opened and saves their
text, even after you've deleted the original e-mail! That feature has saved me on
numerous occasions. A caution: Such
search systems do search everything, so
if you've saved or even looked at anything on the Web you don't want others
to know about, you'll have to block that
content.
Captains Log
Here's a tip about organizing everything you do via the phone.
Don't write down messages or take
notes on slips of papers. That's so
1990s. Instead get yourself alittle notebook or open an electronic file, then
keep a running list of who called on
what date and put any notes about the
call in that file.
Inevitably, you're going to need information you wrote down during a phone
conversation or one of those phone numbers. If you've put it on a Post- it note,
you'll need luck locating it even a few
days later. If you go for the notebook concept, keep the notebook right next to your
phone so you can find it in seconds. If
you travel a lot, take always take it with
you for easy reference.
Finally, once every few months clean
out your paper and electronic filing system, mercilessly tossing old things in the
trash. Organized managers typically are
happy managers because they can spend
their time more effectively on things that
have impact.
The
author
is
president
of
Lapidus
Media.
Write
him
at
marklapidus @ yahoo.com. 4111
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Talking, Diaf-Up ROErrofr Confrol
e CircuitWerkes
Sicon-8
Introducing the First Totally New Talking Remote Control Design in Over a Decade!!

Voice recordable technology

Up to 5alarms per channel

Internet capable

Cell- phone interface

•

8channels metering, status, & control

Audio pass-through

•

Expandable up to 16 channels

Free GUI software to monitor your

•

2heavy-duty SPDT relays per channel
Self- calibrating, auto- ranging meters

Western Unitati States:
Dale Tucker 91E-721-3410
daletucker@surewest.net

31

site & program the Sicon-8
X-10 capability for additional control

Learn how the Sicon-8 can help you --take control at www.circuitwerkes.com

e
•

CircuitVVerkes. Inc. - 2805 NW 6th Street. Gainesvilk. Florida 32609. USA.

GIN
MI

352-335-6555
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RAB Tries to Move the Meter
by Craig Johnston
"Radio Revitalized" is the rallying cry of
the 2006 Radio Advertising Bureau convention, set for Feb. 1-3 in Dallas.
The convention originally had been
scheduled for New Orleans but had to be
moved to Dallas because of Hurricane
Katrina. RAB, as asales and marketing
arm of the radio industry, has about 7,000
members and serves 6,000 stations in the
United States.
While 2005 wasn't a stellar year for
radio revenues - flat through the first 11
months of 2005, according to RAB; see
chart at right for the track record of the
previous 34 years -- convention organizers
predict sales opportunities from new initiatives should buoy radio spirits for 2006.
Seeds
"I think there's been alot of seeds that
have been planted in 2005 that hopefully
will come to fruition in 2006," said Gerry
Boehme Sr., vice president of strategic planning for Katz Media Group and amember
of RAB's convention planning committee.
He cited as examples the "More Is Less"
radio commercial inventory reduction initiative from Clear Channel, and research done
by the Radio Advertising Effectiveness Lab.
Clear Channel's move "was designed to
change the way that advertisers look at
radio and make things more effective, and
also improve the experience for the listener," he said.
RAEL, funded by the radio industry,
advertisers and agencies, has produced
research to explain how radio works and
how it can benefit advertisers.
"The studies basically show that radio
can be very effective, it works on its own
and works in conjunction with television,
it's good for branding, it actually moves the
sales needle," said Boehme.
He pointed to two Thursday sessions,
"Radio's New Advantages: Emotion,
Impact & ROI, Too!" and the "How Radio,
Your Stations and You Can Max From
R.O.I. Marketing" as panels where these
initiatives will be addressed.
Another area that may bear fruit for radio
is digital or HD Radio. Jeff Dashev, president of Interep-West and another RAB convention committee member, said he thinks
the newly formed HD Digital Radio
Alliance will make abig difference.
The alliance was announced in
December by media companies including
Clear Channel, CBS Radio, Cumulus,
Bonneville, Ernmis, Entercom and Greater
Media; Beasley joined shortly after.
"I think the idea that they're together
with the top broadcasters and they're going
to work together rather than fight each other, Ithink there will be areal big push in
2006," said Dashev.
"Anytime you can bring together amessage that is one, on the same page, and
focus on one, rather than having different
broadcasters saying different things, I
think it's aunified approach that's going
to be successful."

George Hyde, RAB's executive vice president for meetings and training.
Of the enhancements promised by HD
Radio, he said "from aprogramming perspective it will make terrestrial radio
more competitive against other sources of
entertainment or music or information
programming.
"Secondly, there are some data applications to it that are absolutely fascinating,
including the possibilities to tailor messages, to provide some additional information, perhaps some additional offers to peo-

to bring non-traditional advertiser dollars
to the bottom line.
RAB offers aschedule of sessions running from as early as 6a.m. to nearly 6at
night. " One of the consistent themes
we've used throughout the years is 'you
come, you learn, you make money,' period: ,said Hyde.
He said while perhaps half of radio stations attend the conference, "those 50 percent represent 84 percent of the total radio
revenues."
"We're working with the people who are

RADIO FACTS
ANNUAL REVENUE ( IN MILLIONS)

Year

Network

National

Local

Total %Change

NonSpot

Grand
%Change
Total

2.0% $1,398.0 $ 21,411.0

2004 $ 1,081.0 $ 3,453.0 $ 15,479.0 $ 20,013.0

1.0%

2003

1,033.0

3,470.0

15,100.0

19,603.0

2002

1,000.0

3,275.0

15,134.0

19,409.0

5.7%

2001

919.0

2,898.0

14,552.0

18,369.0

-7.5%

2000

1,029.0

3,596.0

15,223.0

19,848.0

12.3%

1999

878.0

3,211.0

13,592.0

17,681.0

14.6%

1998

739.0

2,768.0

11,923.0

15,430.0

11.9%

1997

646.0

2,407.0

10,741.0

13,794.0

11.1%

1996

465.0

2,093.0

9,854.0

12,412.0

8.2%

1995

426.0

1,920.0

9,124.0

11,470.0

7.8%

1994

411.0

1,867.0

8,374.0

10,652.0

11.1%

1993

407.0

1,629.0

7,532.0

9,568.0

9.3%

1992

377.0

1,479.0

6,899.0

8,755.0

1.9%

1991

440.0

1,575.0

6,578.0

8,591.0

-2.8%

1990

433.0

1,626.0

6,780.0

8,839.0

5.0%

1989

427.0

1,530.0

6,463.0

8,420.0

6.6%

1988

382.0

1,402.0

6,109.0

7,893.0

8.2%
3.8%

1987

371.0

1,315.0

5,605.0

7,292.0

1986

380.0

1,332.6

5,313.1

7,025.7

7.0%

1985

328.7

1,319.4

4,915.0

6,563.1

11.5%

1984

288.0

1,184.4

4,412.0

5,884.4

17.3%

1983

253.5

1,022.8

3,739.0

5,015.3

11.7%

1982

217.5

909.4

3,365.0

4,491.9

10.7%

1981

195.9

854.3

3,007.0

4,057.2

14.4°/o

1980

157.9

746.2

2,642.9

3,547.0

11.8%

1979

138.5

637.3

2,396.6

3,172.4

9.6%

1978

126.4

589.7

2,179.2

2,895.3

15.2%

1977

118.1

521.3

1,873.1

2,512.5

12.9%

1976

92.2

494.6

1,639.3

2,226.1

17.6%

1975

72.7

416.3

1,403.3

1,892.3

7.8%

1974

60.3

386.8

1,308.8

1,755.9

6.6%

1973

59.4

382.3

1,205.4

1,647.1

6.4%

1972

65.0

384.3

1,098.4

1,547.7

11.5%

1971

55.1

378.0

954.6

1,387.7

10.4%

1970

48.8

355.3

852.7

1,256.8

4.7%

1,260.0

2.0%

20,863.0

Annual U.S. radio revenue, in millions, since 1970 as tracked by
RAB. Sources: FCC (to 1980); RAB analysis ( 1981-present).
Includes information from Ernst Young, Radio Expenditure Reports,
Miller Kaplan & Arase Co. and Hungerford Aldrin Nichols & Carter.

ple who might be hearing acommercial as
they might be driving around in their car lisCoordinated push
Though the alliance was formed well
tening to the radio."
Hyde will moderate the "Selling Radio in
after RAB's convention agenda was set,
aDigital Age" panel on Friday.
digital likely will be alot of the buzz at the
While some of RAB's sessions address
convention.
"There are so many opportunities that
such new issues in radio sales, areas such
as sales-force recruiting, retention and
HD Radio represents, and really it would be
almost unfair for me to characterize because • motivation are ongoing concerns, as are
bushing up on negotiation skills and how
some of them we're still exploring," said

most serious about radio sales, and most
serious about trying to grow it." Hyde estimates 20 percent of the show's attendance
will be from overseas.
Other perspectives
All four of RAB's conference keynote
speakers come from outside radio.
John G. Miller will deliver the opening
keynote at Thursday's breakfast session.

Dallas Skyline View From
Pioneer Plaza
Miller is author of the book "The Question
Behind the Question" and founder of the
organizational development firm QBQ Inc.
Hyde said Miller will examine how taking responsibility can create opportunity,
overcome obstacles and achieve goals, and
how success is a result of personal
accountability.
He'll also give pointers "on getting out of
some of the traditional traps that particularly
newer managers fall into - blaming somebody else, blaming the economy or blaming
the ratings or whatever," said Hyde.
Instead, Miller will talk about how to
focus on things managers can do to make
themselves and their sales efforts more
effective.
Thursday's luncheon keynote is by Rob
Britton, managing director of brand development and advertising for American
Airlines, who will look at the challenges he
and his organization face. American is one
of radio's largest advertisers.
"Many people have said over the last 10
or 15 years that the airlines, as an industry,
from an inventory management standpoint,
most resembles the radio business?' said
Hyde, noting the perishable nature of inventory in both businesses. "So to hear his perspectives on how they deal with that Ithink
is going to be very interesting."
Friday's breakfast keynote will deal with
staying creative as the years take their toll.
Mark L. Fox, former chief engineer for the
U.S. space shuttle program, now teaches
creative thinking exercises.
"He's got some fascinating statistics on
how quickly you lose creativity as you grow
older, even in your 2.0s, 30s and 40s." said
Hyde. "His presentation will be on how you
get it back, how you can regain and stimulate creativity, creative problem solving
solutions and so on."
In line with RAB's "Radio Revitalized"
theme, at Friday's luncheon executive life
coach Francine Ward will talk about turnaround success. Ward overcame addiction,
alcoholism and low self-esteem to become
an attorney. author and public speaker. •

Info
What: 2006 RAB Conference
When: Feb. 1-3
Where: Hyatt DFW in Dallas
Cost: $699 for members,
$999 for non-members.
Info: (
800) 998-2153 or www.rab.com
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SRC- 8 III SERIAL REMOTE CONTROL
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The ESS-1 provides acost-effective, small profile solution for standard serial-to-Ethemet connectivity.
Designed with the broadcaster in mind, the ESS-1 is equipped with extensive RFI protection. It
is ideal for applications requiring data support for both RS- 232 and RS-422 communications. The
ESS-1 allows any device Wth aserial port, Ethernet connectivity and is ideal as aserial
bridge/tunneling or applications where aCOM port, TCP Socket, UDP Socket, or UDP Multicast
functionality is needed. The small profile of the ESS-1 makes installation hassle-free.
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SRC-8 III

The SRC-8III is acomputer interface to the real word. Connectio through an RS-232 or RS-422 serial port the SRC8III can notify your PC software program that any of 8opto-isolatec inputs have been opened or closed and allows
your software to control eight SPDT, 1-amp relays. Communication with the SRC-8Il can be accomplished via short
"burst" type ASCII or binary commands from your PC ( computer mode). Also, two units can be operated in astandalone
mode (master/slave mode) to form a "Relay extens'on cord," witn 8-channels of control in each drection. me unit
can communicate at data rates up to 38400. The SRC-8 III may be expanded to 32 inputs x32 outputs.
ee•T

•

AVR-8

The AVR-8 is avoice remote control system that automatically reports changes detected on any
of its eight status inputs to aremote telephone and/or pager. After speaking agreeting message
that may identify the source of the call, the AVR-8 then speaks aun.que message for each status
input. The user may customize each factory-recorded message. After reporting, the AVR-8 is
ready to receive commands through your telephone keypad. Functions include telling the AVR8to report on the input state of any of the eight status inputs, commanding the AVR-8 to pulse
any one of its four SPDT relays for 750 ms and/or turning any one of the relays on or off. When
arelay command is given, the AVR-8 speaks the relay 'name' followed by the 'on' or 'off message.

SRC-32

The SRC-32 is acomputer interface to the real world. Connection through an RS-232 or RS-422 serial port, the
SRC-32 can notify your PC software p-ogram that any of 32-optically isolated inpats have been opened or closed
and allows your software to control sixteen SPDT 1- amp relays and an addifional 16 open collector outputs.
Communication with the SRC- 32 can be accomplished via short burst type ASC'l or binary commands from your
PC ( computer mode). Also, two units can be operated in astandàone mode ( master/slave mode) to form a-Relay
extension cord," witn 32-channels of control neach direction. The unit can communicate at data rates up to 38400.
The SRC. 32 may be expanded to 128 inputs x128 outputs.
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WRC-4

The my TOOLS WRC-4 is afresh approach to remote site monitoring
and control, or providing an inexpensive solution to Internet enabling
your present remote control system. The WRC-4 combined with
web access and your favorite web browser brings you the following
features; Apowerful built-in web-server with non-volatile memory:
10/100base-r Ethernet port: four each channels of 10- bit analog
inputs with alarge monitoring range; optically-isolated status (contact
closures or external voltages' inputs; normally open dry contact
relays; open collector outputs; front panel status indicators, asingle
frort panel temperature sensor and 4- email alarm notification
addresses. The WRC-4 is also SNMP enabled. The WRC-4 has
carefully been RFI proofed, while including the accessories other
manufacturers consider optional. The WRC-4 is supplied with
removable sc-ew terminals and loaded with ageneric web page that
may be easily edited by the end user.

1
VAD-2

SRC-2/SRC-2x

The tiny TOOLS SRC-2interfaces'« optically isolated inputs and
two SPST relays to aRS-232 or USB port. while the SRC- 2,.. does
this via a13/100baseT Etnerr et port. Both the SRC-2and SRC2x can notify auser's PC software program that any of two optically
isolated inputs have been o-oened or closed and allows your
software to control two SPST. 1- amp relays. The SRC-2x is also
able to send an email wheri either of the two pouts clange state.
The user may also add up to 48 ASCII strings per input and 16
user defined strings per relay. Commumcaticei with the SRC-2(x)
is accomplished via short -burst" type ASCII commands from the
user's PC. Also, two units may be Opera ed in astandalone mode
(n:aster/slave mode) to form a " Relay extension coro," with two
channels of control ir each direction. The SRCcommunicates using RS- 232 at baud rates up to 9600
anc the SRC- 2x via 1C/10CbaseT Ethernet. The SRC2(x) is powered by asurge protectec internal power
supply. Either unit mar be • ack mounted on the
optbnal RA- 1mounting shelf.

Time Sync Plus

The tiny TOOLS Time Sync Plus provides fou rseparate GPS time
referenced outputs. The first is aSPST relay, vvtlich pulses at 12:00.
22:00. 42:00. 54:30 each hour and is user programmable in each of
four locations for any minute and second each hour. The second
output is an active high driver with a 100 ms pulse each second,
while the third output is a4800-baud. RS-232 serial port providing
atime zone adjustable hours, minute and seconds time code. The
forth output provides an active high driver in the ESE TC-90 serial
time coce format. Indicator LED's are providea to display power/valid
GPS data. programming mode and time sync relay operation. A
Garmin 12 Channel GPS receiver with embedded antenna is suppled.

The tiny TOOLS VAD-2 is auser programmable two- input multinurncer voice/pager auto dialer with integrated stereo silence sensor.
desig -ed for ctal out paging ano/or voice message notification The
VAD .2is equbped with two dry contact inputs and stereo silence
sensoi, which. when tripped, will sequentially dial apager and/or
up to four different phone numbers and play back auser
recoced message corresponding to the tripped
input the VAD-2 also provides two
SPST one amp relays for the
cont .ol of external
equipment.

tools
Manufactured with
Pride in the USA

Ph: 360.854.9559 • Fax: 360.854.9479
support@broadcasttools.com
www.broadcasttools.com

Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS

MICROPHONES

WANT TO SELL

WANT TO BUY

AcousticsFirsr
888-765-2900

RCA 77-DX's 8 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

Full product line for sound

MISCELLANEOUS

control & noise elimination.

WANT TO SELL

www.acousticsfirst.com
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES

RO1RON UMM; MO RAIE atomes:
new & rebuilt for Eloom, Horns, CCA, C51,
McMartin.
Goodrich
Ent.
11435
Maniderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

REELS/CDs

TRANSCOM CORPORATION

WANT TO SELL

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

TAPES/CARTS/

Otan iMX 5050E1 - 1 or 2 record,
playback, reel to reel machines in
great working condition. Call Bill
Lacy 561-912-9002
WANT TO BUY
Large or small collections of 16"
transcriptions or 12" transcriptions,
not commercial LPs. Bill Cook, 719687-6357.

WANT TO SELL
Bird Thurline inline watt meter 0-125 MHz, carries 50,000 watts
forward - 5,000 watts reverse.
$2,000 - weighes about 50Ibs
alleo21@yahoo.com or ( 770)300-9287 8-6pm

MONITORS
WANT TO SELL
Belar FM monitor - as is — was
set to 92.9 mhz - best offer, Call
Allen at 770-300-9287
or
alleo21@yahoo.com

Antenna. 2 cp ERI single bays
each end feed, 30kw , 4' flang
now @ 92.9mhz $350 each or
best offer. Call Allen at 770)-3009287 or alleo21@yahoo.com
WANT TO BUY
3 1/8" and 1 5/8" Coaxial
Relays, Continental Communications telephone:
314-6644497, Contcomm@Sbcglobal.Net
AUTOMATION

REMOTE

TEST- METERINGMONITORING
WANT TO BUY
Potomac
FIM-41,
in
good
condition, with recent calibration.
Rich Biby 540-882-4290 or
rich@biby.net

&

MICROWAVE
WANT TO SELL
CDO-Prima 120 + Nil interface.
v. good cond., ISDN quality for
your studio or network. $2,000
or
b/o.
425-304-1381
andrew.skotdal@krko.com
Marti RPT-40 Transmitter $ 1200 432-266-1663

TRANSMITTERS/
EXCITERS/

WANT TO SELL
Now available, radio automation
for the Linux operating system.
Schedule music, voice track, create
shells, auto or announcer assist
mode, set intro and ending cues,
hit the vocal every time with your
voice tracks, execute exact time
events, join networks, and more.
Visit digitaldevelopment.net and
click on RADIO AUTOMATION for
screen shots. The software is free,
there is asmall duplication fee. For
more info call 406.665.1832.
Digilink Il and Ill, total of 4 units,
for parts or rebuild, make an offer.
Two of these were operational
when removed.
Call ( 785)6283412 or e-mail Imintzeuraltetnet

Roth. Werld

Equipment Exchange

MADDEN & ASSOC.

Claudia Van Veen at

information, call
• Central FL AM
Fulltime...$ 295
• FIA E. Coast FM
Group...5895K

L

E-mail: Haddenwedaol.com
Web: Haddenonline.com

Profitable Small City 25kw FM &
AM NEast in Canadian border
area. Good upside $ 825,000.
salesgroup@beld.net or 781848-4201.

CART MACHINES
WANT TO BUY
BE Cart machines — 3deck playback.
Call Mike Moore — 336-627-9563
CONSOLES/MIXERS
WANT TO BUY
Ampex AM- 10 mixer in operating
condition. Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.
LIMITERS/AUDIO

Top 100 Market NEast AM
daytimer, low dial position, low
expenses,
good
population
coverage. Stick value $ 495,000.
salesgroup@beld.net or 781848-4201.
1000 Watt AM Station in southern
West Virginia — in the heart of ATV
activities, includes
Land,
Building and Tower! 304-3275651 Rudy Jennings — Call for
photos and price.

PROCESSING
WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EO's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

703-998-7600,
ext. 154.

Marli RPT-40 Transmitter $ 1200 432-266-1663

407.699.6069
U

FM NonCom Station covering
Midland- Odessa, TX . Please
contact Bill Lacy at 561-912-9002
NonCom FM Station — 10 miles
south of San Francisco, CA KLS
Call Bill Lacy 561-912-9002

New TV Transmitters- Analoa and Diaital
OMB 8, Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL
Used TV Transmitters
5 KW UHF Harris Diamond CD Sad State
10 KW VHF NEC PCN 1213
30 KW UHF RCA TTU-30-A, CH 50
Used Misc. Eauivment
Bird RF Thruline Wattmeter, 50S
Dummy Loads, 10 kW
Denon 72OR Cassette Player
Potomac Phase Monitor 1901 Digital 2Twr
Sola Voltage Reg. 60hz 1KVA s- phase

Used AM Transmitters
1999
Omnitronix 1000A solid state
1983
Harris MW1A Solid State
1985
Continental 315R1
1982
Harris MW5A
1986
Harris MW1OB
2000
Nautel XL12Solid State
1985
Continental 317 C2

Please visit our website for current listings.

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX. - 1-215-938-7361

TESTING AVAILABLE • CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

cø

m'ad Leader
ln
me FM
bansrtneers

%Vois Ut emu-346c y.

AM B FM Pre-Owned
Units in Stock
Al Porters • Mantgadmes • buolluctme Mxim
•Serres & u Compielt
Visit our Websrte
w'i,w,.besco-intcom

O. Cat Rob Malany. Nanonal/Int'l Sales

at 321-960-4001

• TX FM Class A
Religious... $ 800K
• TX 2 Class C FM
Group...54.0M

'New' 20 w & 30W Synthesized exciters
Used Continental 802A Exciter

www.fmamtv.com • E-mail: transcom@fmamtv.com
10
Commercial
Band
FM
Translators
surrounding
San
Francisco — Call Bill Lacy 561-9129002

WANT TO SELL

STATIONS

1KW
1KW
5KW
5KW
10 KW
12 KW
50 KW

Exciters

Used FM Transmitters
1983
BE FM 1.5A
1984
Continental 814R-1
1982
Harris FM 5K
1995
Henry 60000
2005
Harris Z16 HD
1988
BE FM10A
2001
Henry 10,000D-95
1996
CCA 12,000G
1978
Collins 83162
1985
Harris FM2OK
1991
Harris HT 20
1980
CSI-T- 25- FA (Amp Only)
1982
Harris FM25K
1986
BE FM30A
1990
Continental 816R-58
1982
Harris Combiner w/auto excitertransmitter switcher

WANT TO SELL

SPFaC EBLE!
VAUA
A
For more

Marti RPU Equipment, Continental
Communications 314-664-4497,
Contcomm@SbcglobatNet

1.5 KW
2.5 KW
5KW
6KW
7+ KW
10 KW
10 KW
12 KW
20 KW
20 KW
20 KW
25 KW
25 KW
30 KW
35 KW
50 KW

TRANSLATORS

EQUIPMENT
WANT TO BUY

Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television

Five ( 5) Commercial Band FM
Translators in FL between Naples
and Tampa Call Bill Lacy 561-9129002
Four ( 4) Commercial Band FM
Translators north of Las Vegas, NV
Call Bill Lacy 561-912-9002
Over 20 Commercial Band FM
Translators in South FL - Call Bill
Lacy 561-912-9002

FCC

Certified

...and so are
the potential
buye's for

products
and services.

your

WANT TO BUY

Radio World is a great place

AM Phasors, Phasor Parts,
Phase Monitors, Rf Switches,
Am Transmitters,
Continental
Com-munications - 314-6644497,
Contcomm@SbcglobatNet

to find things for your business, and
agreat place for prospects to find you!
To advertise, call Claudia Van Veen
at 703-99M ext. 154

Looking to Buy or Sell
Used Equipment?
Look no further, you're in the right place!

FM Stereo Tronsmitter

ocJi40 WcorIcJ

V 50W RF output, continuous duty!
V Auto protect with auto soft fail &
auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
6
, Digital display of all parameters
Perfect for LPFM. Translators,

VIF

Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

as well as stand-alone exciters
www.famseyelectronics.com

ramsey

800-446-2295
In Our 33rd Year'

Call today for current rates an
703-998-7600, ext. 154
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Consultants
Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab
•FCC Applications and Field Engineering

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

44401$1EVANS

Consulting

•S

Engineers

s

Coz

t

t

The following distributors serving the broadcast
industry would be glad to help you with any of
your requirements.

Communications

•Frequency Searches and Coordination
FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Deturung
Upgrade 8 Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning 8 Proof

•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV
•EMC Test Lab- FCC and European ( IEC)

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
in(oaow leng,001

651-784-7445

TV • DTV Trans.tion • FM • Directional Antennas • FIF Exposur,

FROM STOCK

Fax (651) 784-7541

210 S. Main St. Thiensville, WI 53092. ( 262) 242 6000. FAX (
262) 242-6045
hnplAwnv.evansassoc.Com
Member AFCCE

5844 Hamline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126 ,•• • . ••

C

R. MORGAN EILRROVII, P.E.
Si ASSOCIATES, P.C.

CMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES, INC
RADIO FRFOUFFS.PONICASTOC.NEFReeCOMSUIlele,

ALLOCATION STUDIES

Serving Broadcasters
Since 1948

m.a AM. FM. TV coverage & Upgrades

h• Broadcast transmission facility
design
1,FCC applications preparation construction permit and license

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

EXPERTS IN

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

Herb Kravitz

FROM STOCK

Broadcast Engineering
Consultants

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

AM—FM

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

FIELD WORK ASPECIALITY
9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg. MD 20877
Nlullancy
(
301)921-0115
ineering, Inc.
Fax ( 301)590-9757
membe MCC!
mullarieMnullengtcom

engineenng

Clarence M. Beverage • Laura M. Mizrahi

P.O. Box 1130
Tel: (856)985-007,
Marlton. NJ 08053 Fax: (856)985-812

• .
interz.1,
.mterna Mersin-left
8other ineasurerwr
metsurement ES proof • Facility nspectiorts
• ",1ADTTAZ measure
merits
•fAZar

Run

www.commteclirf.corn

&t

Purchase/ 091mm,,
Testing

ELECTROACOUST1CS
OSHA measurements
304-250-01121

Fax 304-131.7107

22 15 Faraday Ave., Suite A

Professional Technical Support
Comprehensive Field Service

Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759
e-mail: link@surcom.com web: www.surcom.c‘in

phone 609-347-4821
fax 609-347-6397
tikradioemsn.com

Scientific Broadcast

The Coverage Map Store

Technical Consultants

REALcoverage.com

C

-r

I0

1•I

PROMOTE YOUR

Upgrades, Frequency Search

Coverage Maps $69

High Performance Engineering
for Maximum Coverage

A

Since197))
FAI Engineering - FCC Applications

BUSINESS!

812-738-3482
kreising@otherside.com

G

R

A
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EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE listing service for radio stations only.
All other end users will be charged. This FREE service does not apply to Employment
Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads. These are published on a paid basis only.
Send your listings to us by filling out the form below.
Please be aware that it takes one month for listings to appear.
The listings run for two consecutive issues and must be resubmitted in order to run again. Thank you.

Are You a
Distributor?

ADVERTISE!
For more information,
call Claudia Van Veen
at 703.998.7600,

ADVERTISE HERE!

ext. 154.

Space is available
Call 703-998-7600

Are you currently asubscriber to Radio World?
Please print and include
al Iinformation:

U Yes

Signature

Ó No

RodiJ LtImide

Date

Contact Name
Title
Company/Station ,

5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor Falls Church, VA

Address
City/State

PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

Zip Code

22041

FAX: 703-671-7409

Telephone
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in
the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on a
per word or per inch basis.

WTS LI WTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

1x

Model:

Price:

WTS J WTB J Category:

Make:
Brief Description:

6x

13x

26x

1-9 col inch ( per inch) $ 110

105

100

95

10-19 col inch ( per inch) $ 95

85

75

65

Distributor Directory

$135

130

125

120

Professional Card

$105

100

95

90

Station/Studio Services

$200

Classified Line Ad

$2/word

Blind Box Ad

$16 additional

Model:

l'rice:

WTS J WTB J Category:
Make:
Itrief Description:

Classified Advertising Rates Effective
January 1, 2006

m“.1c1
Call Claudia Van Veen, at 703-998-7600 ext.
reserve space in the next issue.

Price:

154, to

Use your credit card

to pay, we now accept VISA,
*Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next months issue. All listings are run for
2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.
Broadcast

Equipment Exchange • PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22841

Tel: 703-998-7600, ext. 154 • Fax: 703-671-7409 • E- mall: cvanveetremaspub.com

MASTERCARD and American Express.

www.rwonline.com

Ere°Afclo
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POWER
TUBES
REBUILT

OF NEW!

February 1, 2006

TEL 800-532-6626
FAX: +1-530-666-7760

!NM +1-530-662-7553
www.eCOrICO.COM

1/2 THE COST

SE HABLA ESPANOL
NEW

TUBE
TUBES & COMPONENTS

FOR THE BEST PRICE

& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes &
sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call Goodrich Ent at
night,
402-4.;t1cit itmea41/mac:.r
n

gik

Ou

Rcidie World.

C Electronics

Equipment Exchange

RF PARTS -CO,

Tubes
NEW & REBUILT
TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT, STLS, ANTENNAS,

Motorola • Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK

800-737-2787

RPU, MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS

Habla Español

750-744-0

ail: ripertparts.com

RADIO DATA SYSTEM ( FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)

We Export

= =--

Web: www.rfparts co

.omm

Pro-Tek ®

man

(a...mi....re • Power 1•8•••••

1new plate trans. for Harris FM 40kw - $400. Call Allen at 770)300-9287 or alleo21@yahoo.com
Transmitter -Two Harris exciters
1 MS- 15 1 MX-15..both were
working when taken out of service
in Oct . Tuned to freq 92.9 $550 or
best offer. Call Allen at 770)-3009287 or alleo21@yahoo.com
Transmitter: Harris FM 40k comp
with ex shorting bars, caps, and
tubes, harm filters etc
was
making full power on one 20kw ,
Weak
tubes
probably
need
replaced, you ship $ 10,000 or
make an offer. Call Allen at 770)300-9287 or alleo21@yahoo.com

ec
pe\tIPeA.P31.
For more

information, call

EEV

nib
SVETLANA

Vie
BROADCASTING

USA DISTRIBUTOR

' OM ou
To Order:
1-800-881-2374
Outside U.S. (352) 688-2374

eesçP'''s

STOC K

Se Habla Español

:111:

3089 Deltona Blvd.
Spring Hill, FL 34609

352-688-2374
Fax 352-683-9595

BEST SERVICE

Webeite: www.clandtelectro.ks.cos

Claudia Van Veen at
703-998-7600,
ext. 154.

with the old...

with
the new!

EIMAC • TAYLOR • ECONCO • SVETLANA
Se

TUBE

...In

An International
Distributor of RF Components

From Milliwatts to Kilowatts

NEW

WWW R

U111

NEED TO MAKE ROOM FOR THE NEW
EQUIPMENT YOU ORDERED?
Sell your used equipment here
in the pages cf Radio World
Broadcast Equipment Exchange.
It's easy....just fill out the Action- Gram in the
back of the issue and mail or fax it in. We'll
run your listing (s) for two consecutive issues!

DON'T LET YOUR OLD EQUIPMENT
CO ECT DUST...
ECT $ I
1!
yo
• uestionà
ding the
procedure, you can call Claudia at

riline_eOrr

703-998-7600 ext 154 or email her at
cvanveen@imaspub.com, for more information.

E1VI PLQYnIVI E mu 1—
POSITIONS

HELP WANTED
LBA Engineering
Group
Manager- ( VP of Engineering) Tired of late night and weekend
cell phone calls and pages? RF
Systems
Manufacturer
and
Telecommunications Consulting
firm has an immediate opening for
an Engineering Group Manager
(Vice President of Engineering).
In this position you will be ahands
on manager of astaff of engineers
and technicians responsible for
the
design,
lay- out
and
supervision of the manufacture of
AM Antenna Systems, including
AM
Directional- multi
tower
system, RF Measurement and
Compliance issues for the cellular
industry and many other exciting
civilian and defense projects! You
will coordinate the Engineering
Group work assignments to
support
the
Companies'
manufacturing plant, sales efforts
and consultant projects.

Run your
employment ad
on our web site
for only
$2 per word!
Call Claudia
for all the details at
703-998-7600
ext. 154

This position requires an
extensive and working knowledge
of AM Directional Antenna Systems
and their design. This position
requires
a BSEE,
or
SBE
Certification at Senior Broadcast
Engineer or above or SBE AM
Directional Certification. Minimum
5years experience in asupervisory
position with aradio group and/or
market
cluster,
telecommunications company, engineering
consulting firm or electronics
manufacturer - working ability with
AUTOCAD and Microsoft Project a
plus.
Relocation is required.
Some occasional travel to clients'
location may be necessary.
Lawrence Behr Associates, Inc
and LBA Technology, Inc offers a
competitive and complete benefit
package along with an attractive
base salary ( salary is commensurate with experience and
education.)
Lawrence Behr Associates, Inc
and LBA Technology, Inc are equal
opportunity employers. In complete
confidence email your resume today
to: lbwireless@lbagroup.com, fax
to ( 252) 752-9155 or mail to: LBA
Group, PO Box 8026, Greenville NC
27835.
Please reference JOB #
VPE122705. NO PHONE CALLS,
PLEASE.

Radio Broadcast Engineer - Can
you do it all? Audio? — RF? —
Digital/IT?
Want a chance to
prove it? Delmarva Broadcasting
Company, a progressive and
people- friendly organization is
looking for you! You must have
a minimum of 4 years related
experience,
or
equivalent
background and good working
knowledge
of Transmitters,
Studio
Equipment,
and
Broadcast- related
Computer
System installation and maintenance for radio facilities.
Knowledge of Media Touch
automation systems is aplus but
not required. An associate's
degree in electronics/ electrical
engineering and SBE Certification are preferred. You will be
part
of
a 5- person
team
responsible for multiple facilities
within
the
Maryland/
Delaware areas. Great facilities, great benefits, stable
company. No phone calls please.
Send your resume, letters of
recommendation
and salary
requirements to:
Delmarva
Broadcasting Company, PO Box
909,
Salisbury,
MD 21803
Attention: Director of Engineering
EOE/M-F

Check out the web site!

WANTED
Friendly, Eager to work, ISCET
Certified, Commercial FCC License
with radar, NABER Certified twoway radio technician, amateur
radio extra, seeks CE, asst. CE F/T,
P/T Contract, AM/FM, Cable, TV.
Contact:
Mitchell
Rakoff ,,
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com 718969-5224
Enthusiastic,
funny
former
Marine loves the radio business.
Good
voice,
and
persona
especially with sports/politics.
Tight boards/ production and Cool
Edit wiz! Marc 940-321-5209
usmc251@hotmail.com
Hardworking, versatile, strong
female seeking aposition in the
wonerfule
world
of
radio.
Willing to move for the right job.
Latoya — 405-826-6186 or
latoyaokc@yahoo.com
My name is Kimberly Basler. I'm a
rookie in the world of broadcasting
looking for an opportunithy to
shine. Willing to relocate 405-7355022 or 405-250-3126.
Recent ABS Grad with prior
experience seeks on- air announcer
position. Will relocate. Prefer top
100 market. C&W, AC, Oldies. Tom
405-260-1141
A proud graduate of ABS ready
and eager to start my career in
radio. Very hard worker willing to
travel great lengths for my first job.
Vincent 580-747-6169.

OU

DVERTISE YOUR
LOYMENT AD 0
u EB SITE FOR OÑLY
ER WORD! -

ADS GET POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY
AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL TWO WEEKS!
COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR
RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER
EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY
COVER THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY
AND THEN SOME!

www.RW eillitle.con
Call Claudia Van Veen for all the details

703-998 600
ext. 154
9-5 E
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This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
PAGE

ADVERTISER

WEB SITE URL

8

2wcom GmbH

www.2wcom.com

22

Altronic Research

www.altronic.com

16

Armstrong Transmitter Co.

13

Axia - A Telos Company

www.axiaaudio.com

17

Axia - A Telos Company

www.axiaaudio.com

29

Belar

30

Bext, Inc

11

Broadcast Electronics

33

Broadcast Tools, Inc

19

BSW

26

Comlab, Inc. ( PS Ads)

7

Comrex Corporation

www.armstrongtx.com

www.belar.com
www.bext.com
www.bdcast.com
www.broadcasttools.com
www.bswusa.com
www.davicom.com
www.comrex.com

31

Circuit Werkes

4

Electronics Research, Inc.

20

Electronics Research, Inc.

5

ESE

26

Gorman Redlich Mfg

1

Harris Corporation

www.broadcast.harris.com

18

Henry Engineering

www.henryeng.com

12

Kintronic Labs Inc

www.kintronic.com

26

LBA Technology, Inc.

www.lbagroup.com

21

Logitek

23

Moseley Associates

15

Omnia - A Telos Company

6

OMT Technologies/Media Touch

3

S.C.M.S.

www.circuitwerkes.com
www.eriinc.com
www.eriinc.com
www.ese-web.com
www.gorman-redlich.com

www.logitekaudio.com
www.moseleysb.com
www.omniaaudio.com
www.omt.net
www.scmsinc.com

14

Sabre Communications

25

Scott Studios Corp./dMarc

27

Sine Systems

9

Telos Systems .-TLS Corp.

40

Vorsis

2

Wheatstone Corporation

www.wheatstone.com

39

Wheatstone Corporation

www.wheatstone.com

www.sabrecom.com
www.dmarc.net
www.sinesystems.com
www.telos-systems.com
www.vorsis.com

fiodi‘1)) 11.11«
The Newspaper for Radio Managers and Engineers

read Radio World and
RW Engineering Extra all the time.
Irely on these publications to
keep up to date on technology
and trends in radio.
Steve Tuzeneu

dElL

SOUPO
www.heilsound.com
lid Pee

large-Diameter Dynamic Studio Microphone.

WNEB-WVNE Manager-Engineer
Blount Communications Group
Technology Manager
Worcester, Mass.

Equipment
Identified
The transmitter in Tim Singleton's
WTRC pictures ( Reader's Forum, Dec.
21) is an RCA 250 watt transmitter, circa
1934. That rig also was sold as the exciter
section of an RCA 1-D, and was labeled as
"ET-4241" when used in that configuration. Ido not know if RCA used adifferent
designation when it was sold as a standalone transmitter.
The decorative grill between the meters
covered a speaker that could be used for
audio monitoring. The matching cabinet
for the IkW section had an oscilloscope
in the same location. Irecognize General
Radio modulation and frequency monitors
in the speech rack shown in the picture,
but do not know their model numbers.
WTAG(AM), in Worcester, Mass., had
an RCA 1-D that was purchased in 1934.
The transmitter was still operational until
the late 1970s, when it was dismantled.
The ET-4241 exciter had 805s in the PA,
and would have been complete as a 250watt rig if the modulation transformer had
been connected.
That exciter was not ajoy to service, as
the components were arranged on shelves

FORUM•

with shield covers. But it did work, and the
audio through the I - D sounded quite good.
It actually spent most of its life driving a
5-D amplifier and modulator, with the
original 1kW rig being used only when
power consumption was an issue.
WTAG still has an RCA 250-D transmitter that looks very similar to the older model in the picture, despite being
four years newer. The internal construction is quite different, however. That rig
still works, and is being kept as amuseum piece.
John Andrews
Engineer
Comrex Corp.
Devens, Mass.

The WTRC transmitter is an RCA, an
earlier version than the 250D now in the
S.C. State Museum. Your obituary for
Bobby Lambert ("Lambert Made News
Early and Often:' Dec.17, 2003) had apicture of him standing by the 250D. (
See
second photo below)
This could be a 100- or 250-watt model.
Idon't know the model number, just that it
preceeds the 250D. Perhaps it's aC or B
version.
Milton Holladay
Columbia, S.C.
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•READER'S
SBE Titles
Iappreciated the article about our
new president and his objectives for the
coming year (" SBE's 24th President
Steps In," Jan. 4).
The article mentions Chriss Scherer as
the current chairman of the SBE
Certification Committee as well as being
the current president. He is president, but
he is immediate past chairman of the
Certification Committee. James Bernier,
CPBE, CENT is the current Certification
Chairman. Jim is with Turner Entertainment
Networks in Atlanta.
John L Poray, CAE
Executive Director
Society of Broadcast Engineers Inc.
Indianapolis

FORUM•

is in an area of low digital signal and
reverts to analog, you have astronger and
louder analog signal for the listener.
This action is no stranger than limiting AM bandwidth to 5 kHz. If you
think this is agood idea, please mail me
abuck. Ipromise to share all the cash
with Mr. Gillman.
Walt Lowery
Associated with RF Specialties
of Washington
Mukilteo, Wash.

Save Those Clips

Radio World ran an article last year
reviewing anew all-in-one computer system that ran automation in afanless computer enclosure for less than $3,000. I
thought Ihad kept that article safely hidden for future reference, but Icannot find
the clipping in my news studio.
Might you have either a link to that
article, or alink to the manufacturer? I
am hoping someone can assist in this
Bill Gillman of WIT Inc., the Web-based
search, as Inow have aneed to investiremote control guy, and Iwere discussing
gate the product more completely.
the recent move by aSalt Lake broadcaster
Thank you for your wonderful publito simulcast news on its FM. Since they
changed format from music to news, I cation.
Phillip Swindall
assumed they turned off the stereo generator.
News Director, WGAD(AM)
They did not; the news is in stereo.
Gadsden, Ala.
Interesting since the Salt Lake Valley has
asignificant multipath problem. Bill then
The article "Russell Johnson's Station
started a discussion of the penalty of
in aBox" ran in the Sept. 16 issue. Visit
operating the 38 kHz, double-sideband,
the company WorldVibrations at
L-R subcarrier.
www.worldvibrations.com.
In apaper published by the IEEE in
1962, Norman Parker and Donald Ruby
state that the theoretical FM detector
noise rises 6 dB per octave. Parker and
Iam writing in response to the article
Ruby calculate that when the FM baseabout an AM radio station that lost its
band is extended from 15 kHz to 53 kHz
tower due to anatural disaster and was off
(by turning on astereo generator) the sigthe air for aweek waiting for the tower to
nal to noise ratio suffers a23 dB penalty.
Looking at this in another aspect, a be replaced (" Have You Seen My
Tower?," Oct. 26).
100 kW, stereo FM station would have
Recently, a 1,000-watt daytime AM stasignal parity with a500-watt, mono station in California lost its 200-foot tower
tion operating from the same site. Do the
when asmall tornado ripped through the
math. Reduce 100,000 watts by 20 dB.
area. Yes, even California has tornadoes.
That's 1percent of 100,000, or 1,000
The station, realizing it would be off
watts. Then, subtract another 3 dB. Half
the air until the tower could be
of 1,000 is 500 watts.
replaced, used a unique method of
Next, there's the modulation conerecting atemporary one.
sumed in the 19 kHz pilot and the 38The station engineers went to aparty
kHz L-R subcarrier. This energy could be
store and filled about 25 big balloons
diverted to the 15 kHz mono signal.
Here's an idea. When there are signifiwith helium. They used these balloons
to hoist a20-gauge, twisted wire antencant HD Radios on the road and you're
na 200 feet into the air. To stabilize the
confident the majority of your listeners
array, they ran three small, lightweight
are digitally enabled, turn off the analog
nylon ropes to separate anchor points,
stereo generator. Then when the receiver
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Compatibility Begins at Home
Surround-sound broadcasting has been ahot topic for both terrestrial and satellite
radio. As with any enhancement to an existing broadcast format, backward compatibility is amust. The systems proposed or in use for surround radio adhere to this
requirement, delivering surround audio to properly equipped new receivers, without
compromising existing mono or stereo reception on existing devices.
Yet radio faces aunique problem in delivering such compatibility: The content
itself may not allow it.
The bulk of surround-sound material that radio will broadcast is likely to come
from the growing number of music releases produced in 5.1-channel formats. But
unlike cinematic and television productions that include surround sound, these music
releases — distributed on DVD or SACD formats today — generally include separate
surround (5.1) and stereo (2.0) mixes of all material, and the two mixes may differ
considerably.
Most importantly, because the surround mixes are intended exclusively for surround listening, they are typically not created with consideration of how they will sum
— or "downmix" — to stereo or mono. These dosvrunixes often can present suboptimal (if not downright unacceptable) results, pleasing neither the creative community
nor listeners.
Naturally, this creates aproblem for broadcasters, who do not have the luxury of
bandwidth adequate to simultaneously provide two separate versions of their programs, nor the facilities to manage such dual audio inventories. They require instead a
hierarchical approach — asingle audio source format that addresses surround, stereo
and mono listening environments with equally satisfactory results — just as fihn and
TV soundtracks do.
The music industry's different approach confounds broadcasters with adilemma on
how to best present surround content in asingular form. All the great engineering
applied to compatible surround delivery formats will be for naught if the audio content
does not allow itself to be transmitted properly through such systems.
Consider how FM stereo would have fared if much of the stereo music of the day
had summed poorly to mono. Despite the backward-compatible design of the FM
stereo multiplex system, the format likely would have languished and eventually failed
if most broadcast content had been created in mono-incompatible form.
We believe surround sound broadcasting is an important part of radio's future, but
fear its prospects are threatened by the lack of downmix compatibility in its primary
content source. We suggest that the music and broadcast industries work toward a
compromise solution on this point, for their mutual benefit.
While we appreciate the artistic and technical reasons behind the music industry's
preference for creating surround mixes that are unfettered by compatibility concerns,
we remain confident that satisfactory, downmix-compatible surround music mixing
can become standard practice, as in the movie and television industries. Without such
an effort, surround-sound radio broadcasting may never reach its potential.
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each positioned about 200 feet from the
lower part of the antenna.
By the way, they selected orangecolored balloons as a warning to low
flying aircraft, but no nighttime beacon
light was installed.
By carefully measuring the length of
the 20-gauge wire, the SWR was kept
low for the station's operating frequency, which eliminated the need for any
matching device. While the wind did
push the balloons back and forth, the
arrangement was stable enough to keep
the station on the air.
The temporary antenna was kept well
away from where the original tower stood,
so as not to interfere with the erection of the
replacement.
While the RF radiation from a20-gauge
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wire does not equal that of abroad tower
face, the station got enough signal on the air
to fill its primary coverage area.
Additionally, because the station was the
only one with local coverage, the town
emergency services and the Red Cross
asked for the station's assistance in the
emergency. Because the station was adaytimer, it could immediately go on the air 24
hours aday, without FCC authorization,
until the emergency was over.
Even erecting ashort tower, with abase
load or ahorizontal wire, will work. In this
day and age, there is no legitimate reason
for an AM station to be off the air, and
not serving its community, pending the
erection of areplacement tower.
Jerry D. Burling
Long Beach, Calif.
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The NEW
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D-75 DIGITAL
RADIO CONSOLE
A CLEAN, CLEAR on-air

design: straightforward layout,
easy tabletop installation, and best
of all— completely modular.
A TRUE plug- and- play radio board

from the Wheatstone digital design team!
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The Vorsis AP- 3digital processor is
the ideal tool to shape your sound
exactly the way you want it
—cleanly and efficiently.
Built around a multi- band compressor
with complementary AGC, the AP- 3
replaces awhole rack of dedicated
units. VORSIS pre-conditions your
signal ( HPF, LPF, notch filter, de-esser,
expander), then let's you apply 3- band
AGC/compression and 4- band parametric EQ (signal chain reversible)
before going through afinal stage
zero-overshoot peak limiter.
With real-time spectrum density
readouts and full metering, our
included PC graphic interface
software makes operation of the
AP- 3direct and easy, offering
complete control of all audio
parameters, presets, monitor
functions, system settings
and security— all through
asingle Ri 45 ethernet
connection that lets
you control one or
many AP- 3 units.
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